
 Globalization 

       L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S 

 After reading this chapter you will be able to: 

   Understand what is meant by the term  globalization.  

   Recognize the main drivers of globalization. 

   Describe the changing nature of the global economy. 

   Explain the main arguments in the debate over the impact 
of globalization. 

   Understand how the process of globalization is creating 
opportunities and challenges for business managers. 

  Alibaba is a group of leading Chinese companies with spe-
cialization in e-commerce. The flagship company of the 
Alibaba Group, known as Alibaba.com, was founded by 
Mr. Jack Ma along with 17 other partners in 1999 in Han-
gazhou, the capital city of Zhejiang province of China. 
The family of companies within the Alibaba Group pro-
vides support services to Alibaba.com. This includes 
Etao.com which is a search engine, Alipay.com an online 
payments portal, and Aliyun.com for datacentric cloud 
computing services. 
  Having started in an apartment, Alibaba.com is now 
the world’s largest online business-to-business trading 
platform for small business.The Alibaba Group employs 
25,000 people in China, India, Japan, Korea, the UK and 
the US, and serves 65 million registered importers and 
exporters from over 240 countries and regions. The cur-
rent worth of the Alibaba Group is about US$20 billion. 
  The successful internationalization of Alibaba.com is 
attributable to opportunities provided by globalization and 
advances in telecommunication technologies. China’s en-
try into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in December 

2001, has further acted as a catalyst in the growth of Al-
ibaba.com. This enabled Chinese manufacturers to ex-
port their products easily to the international market. It is 
not only the right business model, which exploited the 
opportunities of faster expansion in the globalizing world, 
but also the right entry timing that has contributed to the 
fast expansion of Alibaba.com. 
  Globalization also provided another opportunity to Al-
ibaba.com to raise capital internationally. Initially, Alibaba.
com raised US$4 million for a 23 percent stake, from the 
global investment bank Goldman Sachs. Later, in order to 
meet the demand of growing business, further capital of 
US$25 was infused in 2002 by Goldman Sachs, Fidelity 
Investment, and Softbank. In 2007, Alibaba.com raised 
another US$1.7 billion on the Hong Kong Stock Ex-
change. In 2011, the capitalization of Alibaba.com 
touched about US$8.8 billion. 
  Alibaba.com with a strong foothold in China became a 
strategic partner of Yahoo for Yahoo’s Chinese opera-
tions. Yahoo signed this strategic alliance in 2005, as 
 Yahoo’s operations were failing in China. Yahoo wanted a 
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Chinese partner who could revive the Yahoo brand in 
China. Later captivatingly, Alibaba.com took over the Chi-
nese operations of Yahoo for a 40 percent equity stake in 
Alibaba.com. This deal gave Alibaba access to Yahoo’s 
search technology, the Yahoo China website, and the ex-
clusive right to use the Yahoo brand name in China. This 
deal also gave creditability to Alibaba.com not only in 
China but also around the world. Creditability for an 
 e-commerce business is a key for success, since buyers 
are often reluctant to buy online from any site. The credit-
ability is more important for an e-commerce business 
originating from China given the weak intellectual prop-
erty rights in China. 
  Despite good creditability and initial success Alibaba.
com got into trouble as two scandals broke this year. In 
the first scandal, many fraudulent sellers set up fake 
stores on Alibaba.com and got ‘Gold supplier’ certification 
from Alibaba.com! About 2,300 fake storefronts were 
opened on Alibaba.com but fortunately the total fraudu-
lent sales, estimating around US$2 million, were not very 
high. These fake stores sold popular electronic items such 
as laptops, LCD monitors and TVs. The second scandal 

was about selling counterfeit items. Many sellers were 
selling counterfeits of highly reputed brands, e.g., a fake 
Louis Vuitton ladies handbag for US$50 and a fake Rolex 
men’s wristwatch for US$220. 
  Jack Ma was criticized by the office of the US Trade 
representative for not policing properly the sellers. Jack 
Ma acted swiftly saying “I’m not the guy who created 
the cancer . . . but I’m the guy curing it!” Jack Ma tackled 
the fraudulent sellers by involving the top management 
team. An anti-counterfeiting team was formed and a joint 
program with 89 brand owners was initiated to identify 
fake items. About 100 employees from the sales team 
were fired. According to Jack Ma, “people in the sales 
team probably knew these dealers are not right, but they 
just assign the contracts”. Realizing the management’s 
failure to cope up with the opportunities for growth pro-
vided by globalization, Jack Ma said it is an issue of trust 
and he will do everything to regain trust and glooming 
creditability of Alibaba.com. 1  

  Written by Surender Munjal 
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4 Part 1 Introduction and Overview

      Introduction 

  Over the past three decades a fundamental shift has been occurring in the world econ-
omy. We have been moving away from a world in which national economies were rela-
tively self-contained entities, isolated from each other by barriers to cross-border trade 
and investment; by distance, time zones, and language; and by national differences in 
government regulation, culture, and business systems. And we are moving toward a 
world in which barriers to cross-border trade and investment are declining; perceived 
distance is shrinking due to advances in transportation and telecommunications tech-
nology; material culture is starting to look similar the world over; and national econo-
mies are merging into an interdependent, integrated global economic system. The 
process by which this is occurring is commonly referred to as  globalization . 
    In today’s interdependent global economy, an American might drive to work in a car 
designed in Germany that was assembled in Mexico by Ford from components made in 
the United States and Japan that were fabricated from Korean steel and Malaysian rub-
ber. She may have filled the car with gasoline at a BP service station owned by a British 
multinational company. The gasoline could have been made from oil pumped out of a 
well off the coast of Africa by a French oil company that transported it to the United 
States in a ship owned by a Greek shipping line. While driving to work, the American 
might talk to her stockbroker (using a headset) on a Nokia cell phone that was designed 
in Finland and assembled in Texas using chip sets produced in Taiwan that were de-
signed by Indian engineers working for Texas Instruments. She could tell the stockbroker 
to purchase shares in Deutsche Telekom, a German telecommunications firm that was 
transformed from a former state-owned monopoly into a global company by an energetic 
Israeli CEO. She may turn on the car radio, which was made in Malaysia by a Japanese 
firm, to hear a popular hip-hop song composed by a Swede and sung by a group of Danes 
in English who signed a record contract with a French music company to promote their 
record in America. The driver might pull into a drive-through Starbucks coffee shop 
managed by a Korean immigrant and order a “single, tall, nonfat latte” and chocolate-
covered biscotti. The coffee beans came from Costa Rica and the chocolate from Peru, 
while the biscotti was made locally using an old Italian recipe. After the song ends, a 
news announcer might inform the American listener that antiglobalization protests at a 
meeting of the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, have turned violent. One 
protester has been killed. The announcer then turns to the next item, a story about how 
a financial crisis that started in the U.S. banking sector may trigger a global recession 
and is sending stock markets down all over the world. 
    This is the world in which we live. It is a world where the volume of goods, services, 
and investment crossing national borders has expanded faster than world output for 
more than half a century. It is a world where more than $4 trillion in foreign exchange 
transactions are made every day, where $15 trillion of goods and $3.7 trillion of services 
were sold across national borders in 2010. 2  It is a world in which international institu-
tions such as the World Trade Organization and gatherings of leaders from the world’s 
most powerful economies have repeatedly called for even lower barriers to cross-border 
trade and investment. It is a world where the symbols of material and popular culture 
are increasingly global: from Coca-Cola and Starbucks to Sony PlayStations, Samsung 
cell phones, MTV shows, Disney films, IKEA stores, and Apple iPods and iPhones. It is 
a world in which products are made from inputs that come from all over the world. It is a 
world in which a financial crisis in America can trigger a global economic recession, 
which is exactly what occurred in 2008 and 2009. It is also a world in which vigorous 
and vocal groups protest against globalization, which they blame for a list of ills, from 
unemployment in developed nations to environmental degradation and the American-
ization of popular culture. And yes, these protests have on occasion turned violent. 
    For businesses, this globalization process has produced many opportunities. Firms can 
expand their revenues by selling around the world and/or reduce their costs by produc-
ing in nations where key inputs, including labor, are cheap. The global expansion of 
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enterprises has been facilitated by favorable political and economic trends. Since the 
collapse of communism at the end of the 1980s, the pendulum of public policy in  nation 
after nation has swung toward the free market end of the economic spectrum. Regula-
tory and administrative barriers to doing business in foreign nations have been reduced, 
while those nations have often transformed their economies, privatizing state-owned 
enterprises, deregulating markets, increasing competition, and welcoming investment 
by foreign businesses. This has allowed businesses both large and small, from both 
 advanced nations and developing nations, to expand internationally. 
    The history of Starbucks exemplifies the opportunities that a global economy offers 
businesses. The original idea for Starbucks came from Italian coffeehouses. After refining 
the concept in the United States, in 1995 the company started to expand globally. As a 
result, a company that had only a handful of stores 25 years ago is now one of the world’s 
best-known brands with almost 15,000 stores in 50 countries. Starbucks has had an im-
pact on consumer behavior around the world, changing the way people consume coffee 
and profiting in the process. The company is also changing the way coffee is produced. 
By committing itself to purchasing only Fair Trade Certified coffee beans, Starbucks is 
promoting nonexploilative and environmentally sound growing policies in developing 
 nations, and finding that doing good is also good business, since it reinforces the value of 
the Starbucks brand. 
    The opening case, which looks at the process of a company expanding its operations 
internationally, is indicative of what is occurring in today’s global economy. Globalization 
and advances in the telecommunication technologies mean it is easier than ever for com-
panies to export their product to an international market and leverage capital through 
working closely with other international groups and receiving investment. The opportu-
nities this can create are huge. Twenty years ago this would not have been possible, but 
because of rapid advances in telecommunications and the removal of barriers to cross-
border trade and investment, such expansion is becoming increasingly common. 
    As globalization unfolds, it is transforming industries and creating anxiety among those 
who believed their jobs were protected from foreign competition. Historically, while 
many workers in manufacturing industries worried about the impact foreign competition 
might have on their jobs, workers in service industries felt more secure. Now this too is 
changing. Advances in technology, lower transportation costs, and the rise of skilled 
workers in developing countries imply that many services no longer need to be performed 
where they are delivered. For example, services such as legal work are increasingly being 
outsourced to India. The same is true of some accounting services. Today many individual 
U.S. tax returns are compiled in India. Indian accountants, trained in U.S. tax rules, per-
form work for U.S. accounting firms. 3  They access individual tax returns stored on com-
puters in the United States, perform routine calculations, and save their work so that it 
can be inspected by a U.S. accountant, who then bills clients. As the best-selling author 
Thomas Friedman has argued, the world is becoming flat. 4  People living in developed na-
tions no longer have the playing field tilted in their favor. Increasingly, enterprising indi-
viduals based in India, China, or Brazil have the same opportunities to better themselves 
as those living in Western Europe, the United States, or Canada. 
    In this book we will take a close look at the issues introduced here and many more. 
We will explore how changes in regulations governing international trade and invest-
ment, when coupled with changes in political systems and technology, have dramati-
cally altered the competitive playing field confronting many businesses. We will discuss 
the resulting opportunities and threats and review the strategies that managers can pur-
sue to exploit the opportunities and counter the threats. We will consider whether 
globalization benefits or harms national economies. We will look at what economic 
theory has to say about the outsourcing of manufacturing and service jobs to places such 
as India and China, and at the benefits and costs of outsourcing, not just to business 
firms and their employees, but also to entire economies. First, though, we need to get a 
better overview of the nature and process of globalization, and that is the function of 
the current chapter. 
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6 Part 1 Introduction and Overview

    What Is Globalization? 

  As used in this book,    globalization    refers to the shift toward a more integrated and 
 interdependent world economy. Globalization has several facets, including the global-
ization of markets and the globalization of production. 

  THE GLOBALIZATION OF MARKETS 

 The    globalization of markets    refers to the merging of historically distinct and sepa-
rate national markets into one huge global marketplace. Falling barriers to cross-border 
trade have made it easier to sell internationally. It has been argued for some time that 
the tastes and preferences of consumers in different nations are beginning to converge 
on some global norm, thereby helping to create a global market. 5  Consumer products 
such as Citigroup credit cards, Coca-Cola soft drinks, Sony PlayStation video games, 
McDonald’s hamburgers, Starbucks coffee, and IKEA furniture are frequently held up as 
prototypical examples of this trend. Firms such as those just cited are more than just 
benefactors of this trend; they are also facilitators of it. By offering the same basic prod-
uct worldwide, they help to create a global market. 
    A company does not have to be the size of these multinational giants to facilitate, 
and benefit from, the globalization of markets. In the United States, for example, 
nearly 98 percent of firms that export are small businesses employing less than 100 peo-
ple, and their share of total U.S. exports has grown steadily over the past decade to 
now exceed 20 percent. 6  Firms with less than 500 employees accounted for 97 percent 
of all U.S. exporters and almost 30 percent of all exports by value. 7  Typical of these is 
Hytech, a New York-based manufacturer of solar panels that generates 40 percent of 
its $3 million in annual sales from exports to five countries, or B&S Aircraft Alloys, 
another New York company whose exports account for 40 percent of its $8 million 
annual revenues. 8  The situation is similar in several other nations. For example, in 
Germany, the world’s largest exporter, a staggering 98 percent of small and midsize 
companies have exposure to international markets, via either exports or international 
production. 9  
    Despite the global prevalence of Citigroup credit cards, McDonald’s hamburgers, 
Starbucks coffee, and IKEA stores, it is important not to push too far the view that 
 national markets are giving way to the global market. As we shall see in later chapters, 
significant differences still exist among national markets along many relevant dimen-
sions, including consumer tastes and preferences, distribution channels, culturally 

 embedded value systems, business systems, and legal reg-
ulations. These differences frequently require companies 
to customize marketing strategies, product features, and 
operating practices to best match conditions in a particu-
lar country. 

     Though most global markets currently are not markets 
for consumer products—where national differences in 
tastes and preferences are still often important enough to 
act as a brake on globalization—but markets for industrial 
goods and materials that serve a universal need the world 
are over. These include the markets for commodities such 
as aluminum, oil, and wheat; for industrial products such 
as microprocessors, DRAMs (computer memory chips), 
and commercial jet aircraft; for computer software; and 
for financial assets from U.S. Treasury bills to Eurobonds 
and futures on the Nikkei index or the euro. 

   In many global markets, the same firms frequently 
confront each other as competitors in nation after 
 nation. Coca-Cola’s rivalry with PepsiCo is a global one, 

LO1

    Shoppers walk through Beijing’s main downtown shopping 
promenade past a KFC franchise. KFC is one of the most 
successful international businesses in China because of its 
adaptation and appeal to the Chinese market.  
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as are the rivalries between Ford and Toyota, Boeing and Airbus, Caterpillar and 
Komatsu in earthmoving equipment, General Electric and Rolls-Royce in aero engines, 
and Sony, Nintendo, and Microsoft in video games. If a firm moves into a nation not 
currently served by its rivals, many of those rivals are sure to follow to prevent their 
competitor from gaining an advantage. 10  As firms follow each other around the world, 
they bring with them many of the assets that served them well in other national 
markets—their products, operating strategies, marketing strategies, and brand names—
creating some homogeneity across markets. Thus, greater uniformity replaces diversity. 
In an increasing number of industries, it is no longer meaningful to talk about “the 
German market,” “the American market,” “the Brazilian market,” or “the Japanese 
market”; for many firms there is only the global market. 

   THE GLOBALIZATION OF PRODUCTION 

 The    globalization of production    refers to the sourcing of goods and services from 
locations around the globe to take advantage of national differences in the cost and 
quality of    factors of production    (such as labor, energy, land, and capital). By doing 
this, companies hope to lower their overall cost structure or improve the quality or 
functionality of their product offering, thereby allowing them to compete more effec-
tively. Consider Boeing’s 777, a commercial jet airliner. Eight Japanese suppliers make 
parts for the fuselage, doors, and wings; a supplier in Singapore makes the doors for the 
nose landing gear; three suppliers in Italy manufacture wing flaps; and so on. 11  In total, 
some 30 percent of the 777, by value, is built by foreign companies. For its most recent 
jet airliner, the 787, Boeing has pushed this trend even further; some 65 percent of the 
total value of the aircraft is outsourced to foreign companies, 35 percent of which goes 
to three major Japanese companies. 12  
      Part of Boeing’s rationale for outsourcing so much production to foreign suppliers is 
that these suppliers are the best in the world at their particular activity. A global web of 
suppliers yields a better final product, which enhances the chances of Boeing winning a 
greater share of total orders for aircraft than its global rival Airbus Industrie. Boeing 
also outsources some production to foreign countries to increase the chance that it will 

    Boeing’s new global product, 
the 787 airliner, rolls out.  
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 MANAGEMENT FOCUS 

 Vizio and the Market for Flat Panel TVs 

 Operating sophisticated tooling in environments that 
must be kept absolutely clean, fabrication centers in 
South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan produce to exacting 
specifications sheets of glass twice as large as king-
size beds. From there, the glass panels travel to Mexi-
can plants located alongside the U.S. border. There 
they are cut to size, combined with electronic compo-
nents shipped in from Asia and the United States, as-
sembled into finished flat panel TVs, and loaded onto 
trucks bound for retail stores in the United States, 
where consumers spend over $35 billion a year on flat 
panel TVs. 
  The underlying technology for flat panel displays was 
invented in the United States in the late 1960s by RCA. 
But after RCA and rivals Westinghouse and Xerox opted 
not to pursue the technology, the Japanese company 
Sharp made aggressive investments in flat panel dis-
plays. By the early 1990s Sharp was selling the first flat 
panel screens, but as the Japanese economy plunged 
into a decade-long recession, investment leadership 
shifted to South Korean companies such as Samsung. 
Then the 1997 Asian crisis hit Korea hard, and Taiwanese 
companies seized leadership. Today, Chinese companies 
are starting to elbow their way into the flat panel display 
manufacturing business. 
  As production for flat panel displays migrates its 
way around the globe to low-cost locations, there are 
clear winners and losers. U.S. consumers have bene-
fited from the falling prices of flat panel TVs and are 
snapping them up. Efficient manufacturers have taken 
advantage of globally dispersed supply chains to make 
and sell low-cost, high-quality flat panel TVs. Foremost 
among these has been the California-based company 

Vizio, founded by a Taiwanese immigrant. In just six 
years, sales of Vizio flat panel TVs ballooned from noth-
ing to over $2 billion in 2008. In early 2009, the com-
pany was the largest provider to the U.S. market with a 
21.7 percent share. Vizio, however, has fewer than 100 
employees. These focus on final product design, sales, 
and customer service. Vizio outsources most of its en-
gineering work, all of its manufacturing, and much of 
its logistics. For each of its models, Vizio assembles a 
team of supplier partners strung across the globe. Its 
42-inch flat panel TV, for example, contains a panel 
from South Korea, electronic components from China, 
and processors from the United States, and it is as-
sembled in Mexico. Vizio’s managers scour the globe 
continually for the cheapest manufacturers of flat panel 
displays and electronic components. They sell most of 
their TVs to large discount retailers such as Costco and 
Sam’s Club. Good order visibility from retailers, cou-
pled with tight management of global logistics, allows 
Vizio to turn over its inventory every three weeks, 
twice as fast as many of its competitors, which allows 
major cost savings in a business where prices are fall-
ing continually. 
  On the other hand, the shift to flat panel TVs has 
caused pain in certain sectors of the economy, such as 
those firms that make traditional cathode ray TVs in 
high-cost locations. In 2006, for example, Japanese 
electronics manufacturer Sanyo laid off 300 employees 
at its U.S. factory, and Hitachi closed its TV manufactur-
ing plant in South Carolina, laying off 200 employees. 
Sony and Hitachi both still make TVs, but they are flat 
panel TVs assembled in Mexico from components 
 manufactured in Asia. 13  

win significant orders from airlines based in that country. For another example of a 
global web of activities, consider the example of Vizio profiled in the accompanying 
Management Focus. 
      Early outsourcing efforts were primarily confined to manufacturing activities, such as 
those undertaken by Boeing and Vizio; increasingly, however, companies are taking 
 advantage of modern communications technology, particularly the Internet, to outsource 
service activities to low-cost producers in other nations. The Internet has allowed 
 hospitals to outsource some radiology work to India, where images from MRI scans 
and the like are read at night while U.S. physicians sleep and the results are ready for 
them in the morning. Many software companies, including IBM and Microsoft, now use 

8
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Indian engineers to perform test functions on software designed in the United States. 
The time difference allows Indian engineers to run debugging tests on software writ-
ten in the United States when U.S. engineers sleep, transmitting the corrected code 
back to the United States over secure Internet connections so it is ready for U.S. 
engineers to work on the following day. Dispersing value-creation activities in this 
way can compress the time and lower the costs required to develop new software pro-
grams. Other companies, from computer makers to banks, are outsourcing customer 
service functions, such as customer call centers, to developing nations where labor is 
cheaper. In another example from health care, in 2008 some 34,000 Filipinos were 
transcribing American medical files (such as audio files from doctors seeking approval 
from insurance companies for performing a procedure). Some estimates suggest the 
outsourcing of many administrative procedures in health care, such as customer ser-
vice and claims processing, could reduce health care costs in America by as much as 
$70 billion. 14  
    Robert Reich, who served as secretary of labor in the Clinton administration, has 
argued that as a consequence of the trend exemplified by companies such as Boeing, 
IBM, and Vizio, in many cases it is becoming irrelevant to talk about American prod-
ucts, Japanese products, German products, or Korean products. Increasingly, accord-
ing to Reich, the outsourcing of productive activities to different suppliers results in 
the creation of products that are global in nature, that is, “global products.” 15  But 
as with the globalization of markets, companies must be careful not to push the glo-
balization of production too far. As we will see in later chapters, substantial impedi-
ments still make it difficult for firms to achieve the optimal dispersion of their 
productive activities to locations around the globe. These impediments include 
 formal and informal barriers to trade between countries, barriers to foreign direct in-
vestment, transportation costs, and issues associated with economic and political risk. 
For example, government regulations ultimately limit the ability of hospitals to out-
source the process of interpreting MRI scans to developing nations where radiologists 
are cheaper. 
    Nevertheless, the globalization of markets and production will continue. Modern 
firms are important actors in this trend, their very actions fostering increased globaliza-
tion. These firms, however, are merely responding in an efficient manner to changing 
conditions in their operating environment—as well they should. 

     The Emergence of Global Institutions 

  As markets globalize and an increasing proportion of business activity transcends na-
tional borders, institutions are needed to help manage, regulate, and police the global 
marketplace, and to promote the establishment of multinational treaties to govern the 
global business system. Over the past half century, a number of important global insti-
tutions have been created to help perform these functions, including the    General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)    and its successor, the World Trade Organi-
zation (WTO); the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and its sister institution, the 
World Bank; and the United Nations (UN). All these institutions were created by 
voluntary agreement between individual nation-states, and their functions are en-
shrined in international treaties. 
    The    World Trade Organization    (like the GATT before it) is primarily responsible 
for policing the world trading system and making sure nation-states adhere to the rules 
laid down in trade treaties signed by WTO member states. As of 2011, 153 nations 
that collectively accounted for 97 percent of world trade were WTO members, thereby 
giving the organization enormous scope and influence. The WTO is also responsible 
for facilitating the establishment of additional multinational agreements between 
WTO member states. Over its entire history, and that of the GATT before it, the 
WTO has promoted the lowering of barriers to cross-border trade and investment. In 
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10 Part 1 Introduction and Overview

doing so, the WTO has been the instrument of its member states, which have sought 
to create a more open global business system unencumbered by barriers to trade and 
investment between countries. Without an institution such as the WTO, the global-
ization of markets and production is unlikely to have proceeded as far as it has. How-
ever, as we shall see in this chapter and in Chapter 7 when we look closely at the 
WTO, critics charge that the organization is usurping the national sovereignty of indi-
vidual nation-states. 
    The    International Monetary Fund    and the    World Bank    were both created in 
1944 by 44 nations that met at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. The IMF was estab-
lished to maintain order in the international monetary system; the World Bank 
was set up to promote economic development. In the more than six decades since 
their creation, both institutions have emerged as significant players in the global 
economy. The World Bank is the less controversial of the two sister institutions. It 
has focused on making low-interest loans to cash-strapped governments in poor na-
tions that wish to undertake significant infrastructure investments (such as building 
dams or roads). 
    The IMF is often seen as the lender of last resort to nation-states whose economies 
are in turmoil and whose currencies are losing value against those of other nations. Dur-
ing the past two decades, for example, the IMF has lent money to the governments of 
troubled states, including Argentina, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, South Korea, 
 Thailand, and Turkey. More recently, the IMF has taken a very proactive role in help-
ing countries to cope with some of the effects of the 2008–2009 global financial crisis. 
IMF loans come with strings attached, however; in return for loans, the IMF requires 
nation-states to adopt specific economic policies aimed at returning their troubled 
economies to stability and growth. These requirements have sparked controversy. Some 
critics charge that the IMF’s policy recommendations are often inappropriate; others 
maintain that by  telling national governments what economic policies they must adopt, 
the IMF, like the WTO, is usurping the sovereignty of nation-states. We shall look at 
the debate over the role of the IMF in Chapter 11. 
      The    United Nations    was established October 24, 1945, by 51 countries commit-
ted to preserving peace through international cooperation and collective security. 

    The United Nations has the 
important goal of improv-
ing the well-being of peo-
ple around the world.  
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Today nearly every nation in the world belongs to the United Nations; membership
now totals 193 countries. When states become members of the United Nations, they 
agree to accept the obligations of the UN Charter, an international treaty that estab-
lishes basic principles of international relations. According to the charter, the UN 
has four purposes: to maintain international peace and security, to develop friendly 
relations among nations, to cooperate in solving international problems and in 
 promoting respect for human rights, and to be a center for harmonizing the actions 
of nations. Although the UN is perhaps best known for its peacekeeping role, one 
of the organization’s central mandates is the promotion of higher standards of living, 
full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress and development—
all issues that are central to the creation of a vibrant global economy. As much as 
70 percent of the work of the UN system is devoted to accomplishing this mandate. 
To do so, the UN works closely with other international institutions such as the 
World Bank. Guiding the work is the belief that eradicating poverty and improving 
the well-being of people everywhere are necessary steps in creating conditions for 
lasting world peace. 16  
    Another institution in the news is the    G20   . Established in 1999, the G20 comprises 
the finance ministers and central bank governors of the 19 largest economies in the 
world, plus representatives from the European Union and the European Central Bank. 
Originally established to formulate a coordinated policy response to financial crises in 
developing nations, in 2008 and 2009 it became the forum though which major nations 
attempted to launch a coordinated policy response to the global financial crisis that 
started in America and then rapidly spread around the world, ushering in the first serious 
global economic recession since 1981. 

    Drivers of Globalization 

  Two macro factors underlie the trend toward greater globalization. 17  The first is the de-
cline in barriers to the free flow of goods, services, and capital that has occurred since the 
end of World War II. The second factor is technological change, particularly the dra-
matic developments in recent decades in communication, information processing, and 
transportation technologies. 

  DECLINING TRADE AND INVESTMENT BARRIERS 

 During the 1920s and 30s many of the world’s nation-states erected formidable barriers 
to international trade and foreign direct investment.    International trade    occurs when 
a firm exports goods or services to consumers in another country.    Foreign direct 
 investment (FDI)    occurs when a firm invests resources in business activities outside 
its home country. Many of the barriers to international trade took the form of high 
tariffs on imports of manufactured goods. The typical aim of such tariffs was to protect 
domestic industries from foreign competition. One consequence, however, was “beggar 
thy neighbor” retaliatory trade policies, with countries progressively raising trade bar-
riers against each other. Ultimately, this depressed world demand and contributed to 
the Great Depression of the 1930s. 
    Having learned from this experience, the advanced industrial nations of the West 
committed themselves after World War II to removing barriers to the free flow of 
goods, services, and capital between nations. 18  This goal was enshrined in the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Under the umbrella of GATT, eight rounds of 
negotiations among member states worked to lower barriers to the free flow of goods 
and services. The most recent negotiations to be completed, known as the Uruguay 
Round, were finalized in December 1993. The Uruguay Round further reduced trade 
barriers; extended GATT to cover services as well as manufactured goods; provided 
enhanced protection for patents, trademarks, and copyrights; and established the 

LO2
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12 Part 1 Introduction and Overview

World Trade Organization to police the international trading system. 19  Table 1.1 
summarizes the impact of GATT agreements on average tariff rates for manufactured 
goods. As can be seen, average tariff rates have fallen significantly since 1950 and 
now stand at about 4 percent. 
    In late 2001, the WTO launched a new round of talks aimed at further liberalizing the 
global trade and investment framework. For this meeting, it picked the remote location 
of Doha in the Persian Gulf state of Qatar. At Doha, the member states of the WTO 
staked out an agenda. The talks were scheduled to last three years, but, as of 2011, the 
talks are effectively stalled due to opposition from several key nations. The Doha agenda 
includes cutting tariffs on industrial goods, services, and agricultural products; phasing 
out subsidies to agricultural producers; reducing barriers to cross-border investment; and 
limiting the use of antidumping laws. If the Doha talks are ever completed, the biggest 
gain may come from discussion on agricultural products; average agricultural tariff rates 
are still about 40 percent, and rich nations spend some $300 billion a year in subsidies to 
support their farm sectors. The world’s poorer nations have the most to gain from any 
reduction in agricultural tariffs and subsidies; such reforms would give them access to the 
markets of the developed world. 20  
    In addition to reducing trade barriers, many countries have also been progressively re-
moving restrictions to foreign direct investment. According to the United Nations, some 
90 percent of the 2,700 changes made worldwide between 1992 and 2009 in the laws 
governing foreign direct investment created a more favorable environment for FDI. 21  
    Such trends have been driving both the globalization of markets and the globalization 
of production. The lowering of barriers to international trade enables firms to view the 
world, rather than a single country, as their market. The lowering of trade and invest-
ment barriers also allows firms to base production at the optimal location for that activ-
ity. Thus, a firm might design a product in one country, produce component parts in two 
other countries, assemble the product in yet another country, and then export the fin-
ished product around the world. 
    According to WTO data, the volume of world merchandise trade has grown faster 
than the world economy since 1950 (see Figure 1.1). 22  From 1970 to 2010, the volume of 
world merchandise trade expanded more than 30-fold, outstripping the expansion of 
world production, which grew close to 10 times in real terms. (World merchandise trade 
includes trade in manufactured goods, agricultural goods, and mining products, but  not
services.) Since the mid-1980s, the value of international trade in services has also 
grown robustly. Trade in services now accounts for about 20 percent of the value of all 
international trade. Increasingly, international trade in services has been driven by 
 advances in communications, which allow corporations to outsource service activities to 
different locations around the globe. Thus, as noted earlier, many corporations in the 
developed world outsource customer service functions, from software testing to customer 
call centers, to developing nations where labor costs are lower. 

 TABLE 1.1 

 Average Tariff Rates on 
Manufactured Products 
as Percent of Value 

 Source: 1913–90 data are from 
“Who Wants to Be a Giant?”  The 
Economist: A Survey of the Multi-
nationals,  June 24, 1995, pp. 3–4. 
Copyright © The Economist 
Books, Ltd. The 2010 data are 
from World Trade Organization, 
2010 World Trade Report  
 (Geneva: WTO, 2010). 

                 1913   1950   1990   2010 

     France   21%   18%   5.9%   3.9% 

   Germany   20   26   5.9   3.9    

  Italy   18   25   5.9   3.9   

   Japan   30   —   5.3   2.3   

   Holland   5   11   5.9   3.9   

   Sweden   20   9   4.4   3.9   

   Great Britain   —   23   5.9   3.9   

   United States   44   14   4.8   3.2       
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 Globalization Chapter 1 13

      It is worth noting that the relatively slow growth in trade during the 2000–2009 
 period that can be seen in Figure 1.1 reflects a steep drop in world trade that occurred 
in 2008 and 2009. In 2009 the global economy contracted by 2.3 percent as the global 
financial crisis that began with problems in the U.S. subprime mortgage lending market 
reverberated around the world. The volume of merchandised trade dropped by 12.2 per-
cent in 2009, the largest such decline since World War II. The main reason seems to 
have been a drop in global consumer demand, although an inability to finance interna-
tional trade due to tight credit conditions may have also played a role. However, trade 
did rebound in 2010, with the WTO forecasting a 14.5 percent growth in volume. Long-
term trends still seem firmly in place. 23  
    The data summarized in Figure 1.1 imply several things. First, more firms are doing 
what Boeing does with the 777 and 787: dispersing parts of their production process to 
different locations around the globe to drive down production costs and increase product 
quality. Second, the economies of the world’s nation-states are becoming more inter-
twined. As trade expands, nations are becoming increasingly dependent on each other 
for important goods and services. Third, the world has become significantly wealthier 
since 1950, and the implication is that rising trade is the engine that has helped to pull 
the global economy along. 
    Evidence also suggests that foreign direct investment is playing an increasing role in 
the global economy as firms increase their cross-border investments. The average yearly 
outflow of FDI increased from $25 billion in 1975 to a record $1.8 trillion in 2007. How-
ever, FDI outflows did contract to $1.1 trillion in 2009 and 2010 in the wake of the global 
financial crisis, although they were forecasted to recover in 2011. 24  In general, over the 
past 30 years the flow of FDI has accelerated faster than the growth in world trade and 
world output. For example, between 1992 and 2008, the total flow of FDI from all coun-
tries increased more than eightfold while world trade by value grew by some 150 percent 
and world output by around 45 percent. 25  As a result of the strong FDI flow, by 2009 the 
global stock of FDI was about $15.5 trillion. At least 82,000 parent companies had 
810,000 affiliates in foreign markets that collectively employed more than 77 million 
people abroad and generated value accounting for about 11 percent of global GDP. The 
foreign affiliates of multinationals had more than $30 trillion in global sales, higher than 
the value of global exports of goods and services, which stood at close to $19.9 trillion. 26  
    The globalization of markets and production and the resulting growth of world trade, 
foreign direct investment, and imports all imply that firms are finding their home mar-
kets under attack from foreign competitors. This is true in Japan, where U.S. companies 

 FIGURE 1.1 

  Average Annual 
Percentage Growth in 
Volume of Exports and 
World GDP, 1950–2009  

   Source: Constructed by the 
 author from World Trade 
 Organization,  World Trade 
 Statistics 2010 . 
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14 Part 1 Introduction and Overview

such as Apple and Procter & Gamble are expanding their presence. It is true in the 
United States, where Japanese automobile firms have taken market share away from 
General Motors and Ford (although there are signs that this trend is now reversing). 
And it is true in Europe, where the once-dominant Dutch company Philips has seen its 
market share in the consumer electronics industry taken by Japan’s JVC, Matsushita, and 
Sony, and Korea’s Samsung and LG. The growing integration of the world economy into 
a single, huge marketplace is increasing the intensity of competition in a range of manu-
facturing and service industries. 
    However, declining barriers to cross-border trade and investment cannot be taken for 
granted. As we shall see in subsequent chapters, demands for “protection” from foreign 
competitors are still often heard in countries around the world, including the United 
States. Although a return to the restrictive trade policies of the 1920s and 30s is unlikely, 
it is not clear whether the political majority in the industrialized world favors further 
reductions in trade barriers. Indeed, the global financial crisis of 2008–2009 and the as-
sociated drop in global output that occurred led to more calls for trade barriers to protect 
jobs at home. If trade barriers decline no further, this may slow the rate of globalization 
of both markets and production. 

   THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

 The lowering of trade barriers made globalization of markets and production a theoreti-
cal possibility. Technological change has made it a tangible reality. Since the end of 
World War II, the world has seen major advances in communication, information 
 processing, and transportation technology, including the explosive emergence of the 
 Internet and World Wide Web. Telecommunications is creating a global audience. 
Transportation is creating a global village. From Buenos Aires to Boston, and from 
 Birmingham to Beijing, ordinary people are watching MTV, they’re wearing blue jeans, 
and they’re listening to iPods as they commute to work. 

  Microprocessors and Telecommunications 

 Perhaps the single most important innovation has been development of the microproces-
sor, which enabled the explosive growth of high-power, low-cost computing, vastly increas-
ing the amount of information that can be processed by individuals and firms. The 
microprocessor also underlies many recent advances in telecommunications technology. 
Over the past 30 years, global communications have been revolutionized by developments 
in satellite, optical fiber, wireless technologies, and the Internet and the World Wide Web 
(WWW). These technologies rely on the microprocessor to encode, transmit, and decode 
the vast amount of information that flows along these electronic highways. The cost of 
microprocessors continues to fall, while their power increases (a phenomenon known as 
   Moore’s Law,    which predicts that the power of microprocessor technology doubles and its 
cost of production falls in half every 18 months). 27  As this happens, the cost of global com-
munications plummets, which lowers the costs of coordinating and controlling a global 
organization. Thus, between 1930 and 1990, the cost of a three-minute phone call between 
New York and London fell from $244.65 to $3.32. 28  By 1998, it had plunged to just 36 cents 
for consumers, and much lower rates were available for businesses. 29  Indeed, by using the 
Internet, the cost of an international phone call is rapidly plummeting toward zero. 

   The Internet and World Wide Web 

 The explosive growth of the World Wide Web since 1994 when the first web browser 
was introduced is the latest expression of this development. In 1990, fewer than 1 mil-
lion users were connected to the Internet. By 1995, the figure had risen to 50 million. By 
2011 the Internet had 2.3 billion users. 30  The WWW has developed into the informa-
tion backbone of the global economy. In the United States alone, e-commerce retail 
sales reached $165 billion in 2010, up from almost nothing in 1998. 31  Viewed globally, 
the web is emerging as an equalizer. It rolls back some of the constraints of location, 
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scale, and time zones. 32  The web makes it much easier for buyers and sellers to find each 
other, wherever they may be located and whatever their size. It allows businesses, both 
small and large, to expand their global presence at a lower cost than ever before. It en-
ables enterprises to coordinate and control a globally dispersed production system in a 
way that was not possible 20 years ago. 

   Transportation Technology 

 In addition to developments in communication technology, several major innovations 
in transportation technology have occurred since World War II. In economic terms, the 
most important are probably the development of commercial jet aircraft and super-
freighters and the introduction of containerization, which simplifies transshipment from 
one mode of transport to another. The advent of commercial jet travel, by reducing the 
time needed to get from one location to another, has effectively shrunk the globe. In 
terms of travel time, New York is now “closer” to Tokyo than it was to Philadelphia in 
the Colonial days. 
  Containerization has revolutionized the transportation business, significantly lower-
ing the costs of shipping goods over long distances. Before the advent of containeriza-
tion, moving goods from one mode of transport to another was very labor intensive, 
lengthy, and costly. It could take days and several hundred longshoremen to unload a 
ship and reload goods onto trucks and trains. With the advent of widespread container-
ization in the 1970s and 1980s, the whole process can now be executed by a handful of 
longshoremen in a couple of days. Since 1980, the world’s containership fleet has more 
than quadrupled, reflecting in part the growing volume of international trade and in part 
the switch to this mode of transportation. As a result of the efficiency gains associated 
with containerization, transportation costs have plummeted, making it much more eco-
nomical to ship goods around the globe, thereby helping to drive the globalization of 
markets and production. Between 1920 and 1990, the average ocean freight and port 
charges per ton of U.S. export and import cargo fell from $95 to $29 (in 1990 dollars). 33  
The cost of shipping freight per ton-mile on railroads in the United States fell from 
3.04 cents in 1985 to 2.3 cents in 2000, largely as a result of efficiency gains from the 
widespread use of containers. 34  An increased share of cargo now goes by air. Between 
1955 and 1999, average air transportation revenue per ton-kilometer fell by more than 
80 percent. 35  Reflecting the falling cost of airfreight, by the early 2000s air shipments 
accounted for 28 percent of the value of U.S. trade, up from 7 percent in 1965. 36  

   Implications for the Globalization of Production 

 As transportation costs associated with the globalization of production have declined, 
dispersal of production to geographically separate locations became more economical. 
As a result of the technological innovations discussed above, the real costs of informa-
tion processing and communication have fallen dramatically in the past two decades. 
These developments make it possible for a firm to create and then manage a globally 
dispersed production system, further facilitating the globalization of production. A 
worldwide communications network has become essential for many international busi-
nesses. For example, Dell uses the Internet to coordinate and control a globally dispersed 
production system to such an extent that it holds only three days’ worth of inventory at 
its assembly locations. Dell’s Internet-based system records orders for computer equip-
ment as they are submitted by customers via the company’s website, then immediately 
transmits the resulting orders for components to various suppliers around the world, 
which have a real-time look at Dell’s order flow and can adjust their production sched-
ules accordingly. Given the low cost of airfreight, Dell can use air transportation to speed 
up the delivery of critical components to meet unanticipated demand shifts without de-
laying the shipment of final product to consumers. Dell also has used modern communi-
cations technology to outsource its customer service operations to India. When U.S. 
customers call Dell with a service inquiry, they are routed to Bangalore in India, where 
English-speaking service personnel handle the call. 
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  The Internet has been a major force facilitating international trade in services. It is 
the web that allows hospitals in Chicago to send MRI scans to India for analysis, ac-
counting offices in San Francisco to outsource routine tax preparation work to accoun-
tants living in the Philippines, and software testers in India to debug code written by 
developers in Redmond, Washington, the headquarters of Microsoft. We are probably 
still in the early stages of this development. As Moore’s Law continues to advance and 
telecommunications bandwidth continues to increase, almost any work processes that 
can be digitalized will be, and this will allow that work to be performed wherever in the 
world it is most efficient and effective to do so. 
  The development of commercial jet aircraft has also helped knit together the 
worldwide operations of many international businesses. Using jet travel, an American 
manager need spend a day at most traveling to his or her firm’s European or Asian 
operations. This enables the manager to oversee a globally dispersed production 
system. 

   Implications for the Globalization of Markets 

 In addition to the globalization of production, technological innovations have  facilitated 
the globalization of markets. Low-cost global communications networks such as the 
World Wide Web are helping to create electronic global marketplaces. As noted above, 
low-cost transportation has made it more economical to ship products around the world, 
thereby helping to create global markets. For example, due to the tumbling costs of 
 shipping goods by air, roses grown in Ecuador can be cut and two days later sold in New 
York. This has given rise to an industry in Ecuador that did not exist 20 years ago and 
now supplies a global market for roses. In addition, low-cost jet travel has resulted in the 
mass movement of people between countries. This has reduced the cultural distance 
 between countries and is bringing about some convergence of consumer tastes and pref-
erences. At the same time, global communication networks and global media are creat-
ing a worldwide culture. U.S. television networks such as CNN, MTV, and HBO are 
now  received in many countries, and Hollywood films are shown the world over. In any 
society, the media are primary conveyors of culture; as global media develop, we must 
expect the evolution of something akin to a global culture. A logical result of this evo-
lution is the emergence of global markets for consumer products. The first signs of this 
are  already apparent. It is now as easy to find a McDonald’s restaurant in Tokyo as it is 
in New York, to buy an iPod in Rio as it is in Berlin, and to buy Gap jeans in Paris as it 
is in San Francisco. 
  Despite these trends, we must be careful not to overemphasize their importance. 
While modern communication and transportation technologies are ushering in the 
“global village,” significant national differences remain in culture, consumer preferences, 
and business practices. A firm that ignores differences between countries does so at its 
peril. We shall stress this point repeatedly throughout this book and elaborate on it in 
later chapters. 

      The Changing Demographics of the 

Global Economy 

  Hand in hand with the trend toward globalization has been a fairly dramatic change in 
the demographics of the global economy over the past 30 years. As late as the 1960s, four 
stylized facts described the demographics of the global economy. The first was U.S. dom-
inance in the world economy and world trade picture. The second was U.S. dominance 
in world foreign direct investment. Related to this, the third fact was the dominance of 
large, multinational U.S. firms on the international business scene. The fourth was that 
roughly half the globe—the centrally planned economies of the communist world—was 
off-limits to Western international businesses. As will be explained below, all four of 
these qualities either have changed or are now changing rapidly. 

LO3
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  THE CHANGING WORLD OUTPUT AND 

WORLD TRADE PICTURE 

 In the early 1960s, the United States was still by far the world’s dominant industrial 
power. In 1963 the United States accounted for 40.3 percent of world economic ac-
tivity, measured by gross domestic product (GDP). By 2009, the United States ac-
counted for 24.1 percent of world output (measured by gross national income, or 
GNI), still the world’s largest industrial power but down significantly in relative size 
since the 1960s (see Table 1.2). Nor was the United States the only developed nation 
to see its relative standing slip. The same occurred to Germany, France, and the 
United Kingdom, all nations that were among the first to industrialize. This change 
in the U.S. position was not an absolute decline, since the U.S. economy grew signifi-
cantly between 1963 and 2009 (the economies of Germany, France, and the United 
Kingdom also grew during this time). Rather, it was a relative decline, reflecting the 
faster economic growth of several other economies, particularly in Asia. For example, 
as can be seen from Table 1.2, from 1963 to 2009, China’s share of world output 
 increased from a trivial amount to 8.2 percent (and provisional data indicate that 
in 2010 China passed Japan to become the world’s second-largest economy). Other 
countries that markedly increased their share of world output included Japan, 
 Thailand, Malaysia, Taiwan, and South Korea. 
      By the end of the 1980s, the U.S. position as the world’s leading exporter was threat-
ened. Over the past 30 years, U.S. dominance in export markets has waned as Japan, 
Germany, and a number of newly industrialized countries such as South Korea and China 
have taken a larger share of world exports. During the 1960s, the United States routinely 
accounted for 20 percent of world exports of manufactured goods. But as Table 1.2 shows, 
the U.S. share of world exports of goods and services had slipped to 8.6 percent by 2010, 
behind that of China. 
    As emerging economies such as China, India, and Brazil continue to grow, a further 
relative decline in the share of world output and world exports accounted for by the 
United States and other long-established developed nations seems likely. By itself, this is 
not bad. The relative decline of the United States reflects the growing economic devel-
opment and industrialization of the world economy, as opposed to any absolute decline 
in the health of the U.S. economy. 
    Most forecasts now predict a rapid rise in the share of world output accounted 
for by developing nations such as China, India, Russia, Indonesia, Thailand, South 
Korea, Mexico, and Brazil, and a commensurate decline in the share enjoyed by rich 

 TABLE 1.2 

 The Changing 
Demographics of World 
Output and Trade 

  Sources: IMF , World Economic 
Outlook , October 2010. Data for 
1963 are from N. Hood and J. 
Young,  The Economics of the 
Multinational Enterprise  (New York: 
Longman, 1973). The GDP data 
are based on purchasing power 
parity figures, which adjust the 
value of GDP to reflect the cost 
of living in various economies. 
Export data from WTO press 
release, “Trade Growth to Ease 
in 2011,” April 7, 2011.

                  Share of Share of Share of
   World  Output,    World   Output,   World   Exports,
Country 1963 (%) 2009 (%) 2010 (%)

     United States   40.3%   24.1%   8.6% 

   Germany   9.7   5.9   8.5 

   France   6.3   4.6   3.5 

   Italy   3.4   3.6   2.9 

   United Kingdom   6.5   4.3   4.3 

   Canada   3.0   1.9   2.4 

   Japan   5.5   8.2   5.2 

   China   NA   8.2   10.6    
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  COUNTRY FOCUS 

 India became the latest entrant into the elite trillion-dollar 
economy club, when Indian GDP breached the 1 trillion 
US Dollar mark in 2007. Only 12 other countries, namely, 
the USA, Canada, the UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, 
Japan, Brazil, Russia and China, are trillion dollar econo-
mies. In 2011, India became the ninth largest economy 
(from 13th rank in 2007) by nominal GDP, fourth largest 
economy by purchasing power parity and the second 
fastest growing economy in the world. Over the last de-
cade, the average rate of growth of the Indian economy 
has been 8.5–9 percent, and despite the economic slow-
down, the chief economic advisor of India expects the 
economy to grow at the rate of 7.5–8 percent. The steady 
growth in the Indian economy has brought India’s share 
of world merchandise trade, in 2010–11, to 1.76 percent 
as against 0.71 percent in 2000–01. Similarly in commer-
cial services, this share stands at 3.15 percent in 2010–
11, against 1.18 percent in 2000–01. This shows that the 
Indian share of world trade has gone up by more than 
one and half times in a decade. 
  This growth is translated in the rising number of Indian 
MNEs in the lists of global companies. In 2010, 8 Indian 
MNEs were in the list of Fortune 500 companies. These 
companies are:  Indian Oil, Reliance Industries, Bharat 
Petroleum, Hindustan Petroleum and ONGC, in the Oil 

 India Shining 

and natural gas sector; State Bank of India, in Banking 
and financial services; Tata Motors, in Automobile; and 
Tata Steel, in Steel industry. Indian MNEs are catching 
world attention not only because of their global ranking 
but also because of acquisitions of companies in North-
ern America and in Western Europe, such as the acquisi-
tion of Land Rover and Jaguar by Tata Motors (in 2008), 
and acquisition of Corus by Tata Steel (in 2005). 
  These acquisitions have taken the Indian stock of out-
ward FDI to US$17 billion in 2011–12 against US$1.2 
 billion in 2000–01. On the other hand the stock of FDI in-
flow in India is also rising. This stood at US$29 billion in 
2011–12 against US$4.02 billion in 2000–01. These re-
markable figures are a result of the economic reforms 
and the large population base of India. India is still a 
young economy with the majority of the population un-
der the age of 25, with ambition to compete with the 
world both economically and socially, although there are 
many concerns primarily concerning corruption, often re-
flected in instances such as the Commonwealth Games 
2011, where India was underprepared and failed to meet 
standards prescribed for the Games. However, the re-
cent successful opening of the state of art Formula 1 
track shows that despite various pitfalls India is willing to 
lead the world in many ways. 37   

               

18

industrialized countries such as Great Britain, Germany, Japan, and the United States. If 
current trends continue, the Chinese economy could ultimately be larger than that of 
the United States on a purchasing power parity basis, while the economy of India will 
approach that of Germany. The World Bank has estimated that today’s developing 
nations may  account for more than 60 percent of world economic activity by 2020, while 
today’s rich nations, which currently account for more than 55 percent of world eco-
nomic activity, may account for only about 38 percent. Forecasts are not always correct, 
but these suggest that a shift in the economic geography of the world is now under way, 
although the magnitude of that shift is not totally evident. For international businesses, 
the implications of this changing economic geography are clear: Many of tomorrow’s 
economic opportunities may be found in the developing nations of the world, and many 
of tomorrow’s most capable competitors will probably also emerge from these regions. A 
case in point has been the dramatic expansion of India’s economy, which is profiled in 
the accompanying Country Focus. 

 Written by Surender Munjal 
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   THE CHANGING FOREIGN DIRECT 

INVESTMENT PICTURE 

 Reflecting the dominance of the United States in the global economy, U.S. firms  accounted 
for 66.3 percent of worldwide foreign direct investment flows in the 1960s. British firms 
were second, accounting for 10.5 percent, while Japanese firms were a distant eighth, with 
only 2 percent. The dominance of U.S. firms was so great that books were written about 
the economic threat posed to Europe by U.S. corporations. 38  Several European govern-
ments, most notably France, talked of limiting inward investment by U.S. firms. 
    However, as the barriers to the free flow of goods, services, and capital fell, and as other 
countries increased their shares of world output, non-U.S. firms increasingly began to in-
vest across national borders. The motivation for much of this foreign direct investment by 
non-U.S. firms was the desire to disperse production activities to optimal locations and to 
build a direct presence in major foreign markets. Thus, beginning in the 1970s, European 
and Japanese firms began to shift labor-intensive manufacturing operations from their 
home markets to developing nations where labor costs were lower. In addition, many 
Japanese firms invested in North America and Europe—often as a hedge against unfavor-
able currency movements and the possible imposition of trade barriers. For example, 
Toyota, the Japanese automobile company, rapidly increased its investment in automobile 
production facilities in the United States and Europe during the late 1980s and early 
1990s. Toyota executives believed that an increasingly strong Japanese yen would price 
Japanese automobile exports out of foreign markets; therefore, production in the most 
important foreign markets, as opposed to exports from Japan, made sense. Toyota also 
undertook these investments to head off growing political pressures in the United States 
and Europe to restrict Japanese automobile exports into those markets. 
    One consequence of these developments is illustrated in Figure 1.2, which shows how 
the stock of foreign direct investment by the world’s six most important national 
sources—the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, France, 
and Japan—changed between 1980 and 2009. (The    stock of foreign direct investment    
refers to the total cumulative value of foreign investments.) Figure 1.2 also shows the 
stock accounted for by firms from developing economies. The share of the total stock 
accounted for by U.S. firms declined from about 38 percent in 1980 to 23 percent in 
2009. Meanwhile, the shares accounted for by France and the world’s developing nations 
increased markedly. The rise in the share of FDI stock accounted for by developing na-
tions reflects a growing trend for firms from these countries to invest outside their 

  FIGURE 1.2 

 Percentage Share 
of Total FDI Stock, 
1980–2009 

   Source: UNCTAD,  World 
Investment Report, 2009  
(Geneva: United Nations, 
2009).  
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 borders. In 2009, firms based in developing nations accounted for 14.1 percent of the 
stock of foreign direct investment, up from only 1.1 percent in 1980. Firms based in 
Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, India, and mainland China accounted for 
much of this investment. 
    Figure 1.3 illustrates two other important trends—the sustained growth in cross-border 
flows of foreign direct investment that occurred during the 1990s and the importance of 
developing nations as the destination of foreign direct investment. Throughout the 1990s, 
the amount of investment directed at both developed and developing nations increased 
dramatically, a trend that reflects the increasing internationalization of business corpora-
tions. A surge in foreign direct investment from 1998 to 2000 was followed by a slump 
from 2001 to 2003 associated with a slowdown in global economic activity after the col-
lapse of the financial bubble of the late 1990s and 2000. However, the growth of foreign 
direct investment resumed in 2004 and continued through 2007, when it hit record lev-
els, only to slow again in 2008 and 2009 as the global financial crisis took hold. Among 
developing nations, the largest recipient of foreign direct investment has been China, 
which in 2004–2009 received $60 billion to $100 billion a year in inflows. As we shall see 
later in this book, the sustained flow of foreign investment into developing nations is an 
important stimulus for economic growth in those countries, which bodes well for the fu-
ture of countries such as China, Mexico, and Brazil, all leading beneficiaries of this trend. 

   THE CHANGING NATURE OF THE 

MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISE 

 A    multinational enterprise (MNE)    is any business that has productive activities in two 
or more countries. Since the 1960s, two notable trends in the demographics of the mul-
tinational enterprise have been (1) the rise of non-U.S. multinationals and (2) the 
growth of mini-multinationals. 

  Non-U.S. Multinationals 

 In the 1960s, global business activity was dominated by large U.S. multinational corpo-
rations. With U.S. firms accounting for about two-thirds of foreign direct investment 
during the 1960s, one would expect most multinationals to be U.S. enterprises. Accord-
ing to the data summarized in Figure 1.4, in 1973, 48.5 percent of the world’s 260 largest 

  FIGURE 1.3 

 FDI Inflows, 1988–2009 

   Source: UNCTAD,  World 
Investment Report, 2010  
(Geneva: United Nations, 
2010).  
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multinationals were U.S. firms. The second-largest source country was the United Kingdom, 
with 18.8 percent of the largest multinationals. Japan accounted for 3.5 percent of the 
world’s largest multinationals at the time. The large number of U.S. multinationals 
 reflected U.S. economic dominance in the three decades after World War II, while the 
large number of British multinationals reflected that country’s industrial dominance in 
the early decades of the twentieth century. 
  By 2008 things had shifted significantly. Some 19 of the world’s 100 largest nonfinan-
cial multinationals were now U.S. enterprises; 13 were French; 13, German; 14, British; 
and 10, Japanese. 39  Although the 1973 data are not strictly comparable with the later 
data, they illustrate the trend (the 1973 figures are based on the largest 260 firms, 
whereas the later figures are based on the largest 100 multinationals). The globalization 
of the world economy has resulted in a relative decline in the dominance of U.S. firms in 
the global marketplace. 
  According to UN data, the ranks of the world’s largest 100 multinationals are still 
dominated by firms from developed economies. 40  However, seven firms from develop-
ing economies had entered the UN’s list of the 100 largest multinationals by 2008. 
The largest was Hutchison Whampoa of Hong Kong, China, which ranked 22. 41  
Firms from developing nations can be expected to emerge as important competitors 
in global markets, further shifting the axis of the world economy away from North 
America and Western Europe and threatening the long dominance of Western 
 companies. One such rising competitor, Bharti Airtel, popularly known as Airtel, a 
leading global telecommunication company based in India, is profiled in the accom-
panying Management Focus. 

   The Rise of Mini-Multinationals 

 Another trend in international business has been the growth of medium-size and small 
multinationals (mini-multinationals). 42  When people think of international busi-
nesses, they tend to think of firms such as Exxon, General Motors, Ford, Fuji, Kodak, 
Matsushita, Procter & Gamble, Sony, and Unilever—large, complex multinational 
corporations with operations that span the globe. Although most international trade 
and investment is still conducted by large firms, many medium-size and small busi-
nesses are becoming increasingly involved in international trade and investment. The 
rise of the Internet is lowering the barriers that small firms face in building interna-
tional sales. 
  Consider Lubricating Systems, Inc., of Kent, Washington. Lubricating Systems, which 
manufactures lubricating fluids for machine tools, employs 25 people and generates sales 
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of $6.5 million. It’s hardly a large, complex multinational, yet more than $2 million of 
the company’s sales are generated by exports to a score of countries, including Japan, Is-
rael, and the United Arab Emirates. Lubricating Systems also has set up a joint venture 
with a German company to serve the European market. 44  Consider also Lixi, Inc., a 
small U.S. manufacturer of industrial X-ray equipment; 70 percent of Lixi’s $4.5 million 
in revenues comes from exports to Japan. 45  Or take G. W. Barth, a manufacturer of co-
coa-bean roasting machinery based in Ludwigsburg, Germany. Employing just 65 people, 
this small company has captured 70 percent of the global market for cocoa-bean roasting 
machines. 46  International business is conducted not just by large firms but also by 
 medium-size and small enterprises. 

    THE CHANGING WORLD ORDER 

 Between 1989 and 1991 a series of democratic revolutions swept the Communist world. 
For reasons that are explored in more detail in Chapter 3, in country after country 
throughout Eastern Europe and eventually in the Soviet Union itself, Communist Party 
governments collapsed. The Soviet Union receded into history, having been replaced by 
15 independent republics. Czechoslovakia divided itself into two states, while Yugoslavia 
dissolved into a bloody civil war, now thankfully over, among its five successor states. 

  MANAGEMENT FOCUS 

 Bharti Airtel, popularly known as Airtel, is a leading global 
telecommunication company. The company was founded 
in 1995 as the first mobile telephone operator in India. 
Airtel is a GSM based and provides 2G and 3G services. 
It also provides landline telephones, broadband, IPTV 
and DTH services. Airtel has successfully achieved the 
Cisco Gold Certification by meeting the standards for 
network competency, and customer support services. 
Today Airtel is the 5th best performing technology com-
pany, and 5th largest mobile phone company in the world 
with over 200 million subscribers. 
  The large subscription base achieved by Airtel is a re-
sult of the strategy of making mobile communication af-
fordable. Airtel’s Indian tariff of a one minute call by a 
pre-paid mobile phone connection in India is less than a 
half cent/min and the tariffs are based on seconds, not 
on minutes! Thus, if a call lasts for 30 seconds the charge 
will be a quarter cent. It is mainly because of the afford-
able tariff strategy that Airtel reached over 150 million 
subscribers in India—a country where the daily income 
of one in every four people is still less than a US dollar. 
  In 2009, Airtel was ranked the world’s 188th largest 
company by the Financial Times, with a turnover of 
US$7.8 billion. In 2011, the company’s turnover was re-
corded at US$13.2 billion, an astounding growth of 

 Bharti Airtel: Making Mobile Telecommunication Affordable 

70 percent at the time when the world passes through 
one of the toughest recessions! This remarkable growth 
is also attributed to Airtel’s careful selection of host coun-
tries in expanding its operations outside India. Initially, 
Airtel expanded in neighbouring countries in South Asia, 
such as Sri Lanka in 2006, and Bangladesh in 2007. In 2010, 
Airtel moved out of the home region (South Asia) by acquir-
ing Kuwait based Zain Telecom’s operations in 16 Africa 
countries. Now, Airtel has a presence in 19 countries 
across South Asia and Africa. It is apparent that the South 
Asian and African countries fit very well with Airtel’s afford-
able tariff strategy, as these countries not only offer a good 
market size but also low cost of operations. 
  Bharti has now started diversification of Airtel’s opera-
tions beyond telecommunication services. According to 
Manoj Kohli, the CEO of the company, ‘product innova-
tion remains as a key driver of our market penetration 
strategy’. Airtel is providing mobile phone based personal 
financial services such as payment of utility bills, and 
transferring money. Further, Airtel is extending its net-
works into rural areas and has initiated various other 
community projects by building and upgrading the tele-
communication infrastructure. This also adheres to the 
group’s philosophy of creating business from society’s 
transformation. 43   

 Written by Surender Munjal 
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    Many of the former Communist nations of Europe and Asia seem to share a commit-
ment to democratic politics and free market economics. For half a century, these coun-
tries were essentially closed to Western international businesses. Now they present a 
host of export and investment opportunities. Just how this will play out over the next 10 
to 20 years is difficult to say. The economies of many of the former Communist states are 
still relatively undeveloped, and their continued commitment to democracy and market-
based economic systems cannot be taken for granted. Disturbing signs of growing unrest 
and totalitarian tendencies continue to be seen in several Eastern European and Central 
Asian states, including Russia, which has shown signs of shifting back toward greater 
state involvement in economic activity and authoritarian government. 47  Thus, the risks 
involved in doing business in such countries are high, but so may be the returns. 
    In addition to these changes, quieter revolutions have been occurring in China, other 
states in Southeast Asia, and Latin America. Their implications for international 
 businesses may be just as profound as the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe. 
China suppressed its own pro-democracy movement in the bloody Tiananmen Square 
massacre of 1989. Despite this, China continues to move progressively toward greater 
free market reforms. If what is occurring in China continues for two more decades, China 
may move from Third World to industrial superpower status even more rapidly than 
 Japan did. If China’s gross domestic product (GDP) per capita grows by an average of 6 to 
7 percent, which is slower than the 8 percent growth rate achieved during the past 
 decade, then by 2020 this nation of 1.273 billion people could boast an average income 
per capita of about $13,000, roughly equivalent to that of Spain’s today. 
    The potential consequences for international business are enormous. On the one hand, 
China represents a huge and largely untapped market. Reflecting this, between 1983 and 
2010, annual foreign direct investment in China increased from less than $2 billion to 
$100 billion annually. On the other hand, China’s new firms are proving to be very capable 
competitors, and they could take global market share away from Western and Japanese 
enterprises. Thus, the changes in China are creating both opportunities and threats for 
established international businesses. 
    As for Latin America, both democracy and free market reforms have been evident 
there too. For decades, most Latin American countries were ruled by dictators, many of 
whom seemed to view Western international businesses as instruments of imperialist 
domination. Accordingly, they restricted direct investment by foreign firms. In addition, 
the poorly managed economies of Latin America were characterized by low growth, high 
debt, and hyperinflation—all of which discouraged investment by international busi-
nesses. In the past two decades much of this has changed. Throughout most of Latin 
America, debt and inflation are down, governments have sold state-owned enterprises to 
private investors, foreign investment is welcomed, and the region’s economies have ex-
panded. Brazil, Mexico, and Chile have led the way. These changes have increased the 
attractiveness of Latin America, both as a market for exports and as a site for foreign di-
rect investment. At the same time, given the long history of economic mismanagement 
in Latin America, there is no guarantee that these favorable trends will continue. In-
deed, Bolivia, Ecuador, and most notably Venezuela have seen shifts back toward greater 
state involvement in industry in the past few years, and foreign investment is now less 
welcome than it was during the 1990s. In these nations, the government has seized con-
trol of oil and gas fields from foreign investors and has limited the rights of foreign  energy 
companies to extract oil and gas from their nations. Thus, as in the case of Eastern 
 Europe, substantial opportunities are accompanied by substantial risks. 

   THE GLOBAL ECONOMY OF THE 

TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

 As discussed, the past quarter century has seen rapid changes in the global economy. Bar-
riers to the free flow of goods, services, and capital have been coming down. The volume 
of cross-border trade and investment has been growing more rapidly than global output, 
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indicating that national economies are becoming more closely integrated into a single, 
interdependent, global economic system. As their economies advance, more nations are 
joining the ranks of the developed world. A generation ago, South Korea and Taiwan 
were viewed as second-tier developing nations. Now they boast large economies, and 
their firms are major players in many global industries, from shipbuilding and steel to 
electronics and chemicals. The move toward a global economy has been further strength-
ened by the widespread adoption of liberal economic policies by countries that had 
firmly opposed them for two generations or more. Thus, in keeping with the normative 
prescriptions of liberal economic ideology, in country after country we have seen state-
owned businesses privatized, widespread deregulation adopted, markets opened to more 
competition, and commitment increased to removing barriers to cross-border trade and 
investment. This suggests that over the next few decades, countries such as the Czech 
Republic, Mexico, Poland, Brazil, China, India, and South Africa may build powerful 
market-oriented economies. In short, current trends indicate the world is moving toward 
an economic system that is more favorable for international business. 
    But it is always hazardous to use established trends to predict the future. The world 
may be moving toward a more global economic system, but globalization is not inevita-
ble. Countries may pull back from the recent commitment to liberal economic ideology 
if their experiences do not match their expectations. There are clear signs, for example, 
of a retreat from liberal economic ideology in Russia. If Russia’s hesitation were to be-
come more permanent and widespread, the liberal vision of a more prosperous global 
economy based on free market principles might not occur as quickly as many hope. 
Clearly, this would be a tougher world for international businesses. 
    Also, greater globalization brings with it risks of its own. This was starkly demon-
strated in 1997 and 1998 when a financial crisis in Thailand spread first to other East 
Asian nations and then to Russia and Brazil. Ultimately, the crisis threatened to plunge 
the economies of the developed world, including the United States, into a recession. We 
explore the causes and consequences of this and other similar global financial crises in 
Chapter 10. Even from a purely economic perspective, globalization is not all good. The 
opportunities for doing business in a global economy may be significantly enhanced, but 
as we saw in 1997–1998, the risks associated with global financial contagion are also 
greater. Indeed, during 2008–2009 a crisis that started in the financial sector of America, 
where banks had been too liberal in their lending policies to homeowners, swept around 
the world and plunged the global economy into its deepest recession since the early 
1980s, illustrating once more that in an interconnected world a severe crisis in one re-
gion can impact the entire globe. Still, as explained later in this book, firms can exploit 
the opportunities associated with globalization, while at the same time reducing the risks 
through appropriate hedging strategies. 

     The Globalization Debate 

  Is the shift toward a more integrated and interdependent global economy a good thing? 
Many influential economists, politicians, and business leaders seem to think so. 48  They 
argue that falling barriers to international trade and investment are the twin engines 
driving the global economy toward greater prosperity. They say increased international 
trade and cross-border investment will result in lower prices for goods and services. They 
believe that globalization stimulates economic growth, raises the incomes of consumers, 
and helps to create jobs in all countries that participate in the global trading system. The 
arguments of those who support globalization are covered in detail in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. 
As we shall see, there are good theoretical reasons for believing that declining barriers to 
international trade and investment do stimulate economic growth, create jobs, and raise 
income levels. As described in Chapters 7 and 8, empirical evidence lends support to the 
predictions of this theory. However, despite the existence of a compelling body of theory 
and evidence, globalization has its critics. 49  Some of these critics have become increasingly 

   LO4   
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vocal and active, taking to the streets to demonstrate their opposition to globalization. 
Here we look at the nature of protests against globalization and briefly review the main 
themes of the debate concerning the merits of globalization. In later chapters we elabo-
rate on many of the points mentioned below. 

  ANTIGLOBALIZATION PROTESTS 

 Demonstrations against globalization date to December 1999, when more than 40,000 
protesters blocked the streets of Seattle in an attempt to shut down a World Trade Orga-
nization meeting being held in the city. The demonstrators were protesting against a wide 
range of issues, including job losses in industries under attack from foreign competitors, 
downward pressure on the wage rates of unskilled workers, environmental degradation, 
and the cultural imperialism of global media and multinational enterprises, which was 
seen as being dominated by what some protesters called the “culturally impoverished” 
interests and values of the United States. All of these ills, the demonstrators claimed, 
could be laid at the feet of globalization. The World Trade Organization was meeting to 
try to launch a new round of talks to cut barriers to cross-border trade and investment. As 
such, it was seen as a promoter of globalization and a target for the antiglobalization pro-
testers. The protests turned violent, transforming the normally placid streets of Seattle 
into a running battle between “anarchists” and Seattle’s bemused and poorly prepared 
police department. Pictures of brick-throwing protesters and armored police wielding 
their batons were duly recorded by the global media, which then circulated the images 
around the world. Meanwhile, the WTO meeting failed to reach agreement, and although 
the protests outside the meeting halls had little to do with that failure, the impression 
took hold that the demonstrators had succeeded in derailing the meetings. 
    Emboldened by the experience in Seattle, antiglobalization protesters now often turn 
up at major meetings of global institutions. Smaller scale protests have occurred in sev-
eral countries, such as France, where antiglobalization activists destroyed a McDonald’s 
restaurant in August 1999 to protest the impoverishment of French culture by American 
imperialism (see the Country Focus, “Protesting Globalization in France,” for details). 
While violent protests may give the antiglobalization effort a bad name, it is clear from 
the scale of the demonstrations that support for the cause goes beyond a core of anar-
chists. Large segments of the population in many countries believe that globalization has 
detrimental effects on living standards and the environment, and the media have often 

     Demonstrators at the WTO 
meeting in Seattle in 1999 
began looting and rioting in 
the city’s downtown area.   
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 Protesting Globalization in France 

 One night in August 1999, 10 men under the leadership 
of local sheep farmer and rural activist Jose Bove crept 
into the town of Millau in central France and vandalized 
a McDonald’s restaurant under construction, causing an 
estimated $150,000 in damage. These were no ordinary 
vandals, however, at least according to their supporters, 
for the “symbolic dismantling” of the McDonald’s out-
let had noble aims, or so it was claimed. The attack was 
initially presented as a protest against unfair American 
trade policies. The European Union had banned imports 
of hormone-treated beef from the United States, pri-
marily because of fears that it might lead to health prob-
lems (although EU scientists had concluded there was 
no evidence of this). After a careful review, the World 
Trade Organization stated the EU ban was not allowed 
under trading rules that the EU and United States were 
party to, and that the EU would have to lift it or face re-
taliation. The EU refused to comply, so the U.S. govern-
ment imposed a 100 percent tariff on imports of certain 
EU products, including French staples such as foie gras, 
mustard, and Roquefort cheese. On farms near Millau, 
Bove and others raised sheep whose milk was used to 
make Roquefort. They felt incensed by the American 
tariff and decided to vent their frustrations on 
McDonald’s. 
  Bove and his compatriots were arrested and charged. 
They quickly became a focus of the antiglobalization 
movement in France that was protesting everything from 
a loss of national sovereignty and “unfair” trade policies 
that were trying to force hormone-treated beef on French 
consumers, to the invasion of French culture by alien 
American values, so aptly symbolized by McDonald’s. 
Lionel Jospin, France’s prime minister, called the cause 
of Jose Bove “just.” Allowed to remain free pending his 
trial, Bove traveled to Seattle in December to protest 
against the World Trade Organization, where he was 
feted as a hero of the antiglobalization movement. In 
France, Bove’s July 2000 trial drew some 40,000 sup-
porters to the small town of Millau, where they camped 
outside the courthouse and waited for the verdict. Bove 
was found guilty and sentenced to three months in jail, 
far less than the maximum possible sentence of five 

years. His supporters wore T-shirts claiming, “The world 
is not merchandise, and neither am I.” 
  About the same time in the Languedoc region of 
France, California winemaker Robert Mondavi had 
reached agreement with the mayor and council of the 
village of Aniane and regional authorities to turn 125 
acres of wooded hillside belonging to the village into a 
vineyard. Mondavi planned to invest $7 million in the 
project and hoped to produce top-quality wine that would 
sell in Europe and the United States for $60 a bottle. 
However, local environmentalists objected to the plan, 
which they claimed would destroy the area’s unique eco-
logical heritage. Jose Bove, basking in sudden fame, of-
fered his support to the opponents, and the protests 
started. In May 2001, the Socialist mayor who had ap-
proved the project was defeated in local elections in 
which the Mondavi project had become the major issue. 
He was replaced by a Communist, Manuel Diaz, who de-
nounced the project as a capitalist plot designed to en-
rich wealthy U.S. shareholders at the cost of his villagers 
and the environment. Following Diaz’s victory, Mondavi 
announced he would pull out of the project. A spokes-
man noted, “It’s a huge waste, but there are clearly per-
sonal and political interests at play here that go way 
beyond us.” 
  So are the French opposed to foreign investment? The 
experience of McDonald’s and Mondavi seems to sug-
gest so, as does the associated news coverage, but look 
closer and a different reality seems to emerge. McDonald’s 
has more than 800 restaurants in France and continues 
to do very well there. In fact, France is one of the most 
profitable markets for McDonald’s. France has long 
been one of the most favored locations for inward for-
eign direct investment, receiving over $450 billion of for-
eign investment between 2006 and 2009, more than 
any other European nation with the exception of Britain. 
American companies have always accounted for a sig-
nificant percentage of this investment. Moreover, 
French enterprises have also been significant foreign in-
vestors; some 1,100 French multinationals account for 
about 8 percent of the global stock of foreign direct 
investment. 50   
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fed on this fear. For example, former CNN news anchor Lou Dobbs ran TV shows that 
were highly critical of the trend by American companies to take advantage of globaliza-
tion and “export jobs” overseas. As the world slipped into a recession in 2008, Dobbs 
stepped up his antiglobalization rhetoric (Dobbs left CNN in 2009). 
    Both theory and evidence suggest that many of these fears are exaggerated; both poli-
ticians and businesspeople need to do more to counter these fears. Many protests against 
globalization are tapping into a general sense of loss at the passing of a world in which 
barriers of time and distance, and vast differences in economic institutions, political in-
stitutions, and the level of development of different nations produced a world rich in 
the diversity of human cultures. However, while the rich citizens of the developed world 
may have the luxury of mourning the fact that they can now see McDonald’s restaurants 
and Starbucks coffeehouses on their vacations to exotic locations such as Thailand, 
fewer complaints are heard from the citizens of those countries, who welcome the higher 
living standards that progress brings. 

   GLOBALIZATION, JOBS, AND INCOME 

 One concern frequently voiced by globalization opponents is that falling barriers to in-
ternational trade destroy manufacturing jobs in wealthy advanced economies such as the 
United States and Western Europe. The critics argue that falling trade barriers allow 
firms to move manufacturing activities to countries where wage rates are much lower. 51  
Indeed, due to the entry of China, India, and states from Eastern Europe into the global 
trading system, along with global population growth, estimates suggest that the pool of 
global labor may have quadrupled between 1985 and 2005, with most of the increase oc-
curring after 1990. 52  Other things being equal, one might conclude that this enormous 
expansion in the global labor force, when coupled with expanding international trade, 
would have depressed wages in developed nations. 
    This fear is supported by anecdotes. For example, D. L. Bartlett and J. B. Steele, two 
journalists for the  Philadelphia Inquirer  who gained notoriety for their attacks on free 
trade, cite the case of Harwood Industries, a U.S. clothing manufacturer that closed its 
U.S. operations, where it paid workers $9 per hour, and shifted manufacturing to Honduras, 
where textile workers receive 48 cents per hour. 53  Because of moves such as this, argue 
Bartlett and Steele, the wage rates of poorer Americans have fallen significantly over the 
past quarter of a century. 
    In the past few years, the same fears have been applied to services, which have in-
creasingly been outsourced to nations with lower labor costs. The popular feeling is that 
when corporations such as Dell, IBM, or Citigroup outsource service activities to lower-
cost foreign suppliers—as all three have done—they are “exporting jobs” to low-wage 
nations and contributing to higher unemployment and lower living standards in their 
home nations (in this case, the United States). Some lawmakers in the United States 
have responded by calling for legal barriers to job outsourcing. 
    Supporters of globalization reply that critics of these trends miss the essential point 
about free trade—the benefits outweigh the costs. 54  They argue that free trade will result in 
countries specializing in the production of those goods and services that they can produce 
most efficiently, while importing goods and services that they cannot produce as efficiently. 
When a country embraces free trade, there is always some dislocation—lost textile jobs at 
Harwood Industries, or lost call center jobs at Dell—but the whole economy is better off as 
a result. According to this view, it makes little sense for the United States to produce tex-
tiles at home when they can be produced at a lower cost in Honduras or China (which, 
unlike Honduras, is a major source of U.S. textile imports). Importing textiles from China 
leads to lower prices for clothes in the United States, which enables consumers to spend 
more of their money on other items. At the same time, the increased income generated in 
China from textile exports increases income levels in that country, which helps the Chi-
nese to purchase more products produced in the United States, such as pharmaceuticals 
from Amgen, Boeing jets, Intel-based computers, Microsoft software, and Cisco routers. 
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    The same argument can be made to support the outsourcing of services to low-wage 
countries. By outsourcing its customer service call centers to India, Dell can reduce its 
cost structure, and thereby its prices for PCs. U.S. consumers benefit from this develop-
ment. As prices for PCs fall, Americans can spend more of their money on other goods 
and services. Moreover, the increase in income levels in India allows Indians to purchase 
more U.S. goods and services, which helps to create jobs in the United States. In this 
manner, supporters of globalization argue that free trade benefits  all  countries that adhere 
to a free trade regime. 
    If the critics of globalization are correct, three things must be shown. First, the share 
of national income received by labor, as opposed to the share received by the owners 
of capital (e.g., stockholders and bondholders), should have declined in advanced na-
tions as a result of downward pressure on wage rates. Second, even though labor’s share 
of the economic pie may have declined, this does not mean lower living standards if 
the size of the total pie has increased sufficiently to offset the decline in labor’s share; 
in other words, if economic growth and rising living standards in advanced economies 
have offset declines in labor’s share (this is the position argued by supporters of global-
ization). Third, the decline in labor’s share of national income must be due to moving 
production to low-wage countries, as opposed to improvement in production technol-
ogy and productivity. 
    Several studies shed light on these issues. 55  First, the data suggest that over the past 
two decades the share of labor in national income has declined. The decline in share 
is much more pronounced in Europe and Japan (about 10 percentage points) than in 
the United States and the UK (where it is 3 to 4 percentage points). However, de-
tailed analysis suggests the share of national income enjoyed by  skilled labor  has actu-
ally  increased , suggesting that the fall in labor’s share has been due to a fall in the share 
taken by  unskilled labor . A study by the IMF suggested the earnings gap between work-
ers in skilled and unskilled sectors has widened by 25 percent over the past two de-
cades. 56  The average income level of the richest 10 percent of the population in 
developed economies was nine times that of the poorest 10 percent, according to 2010 
data. The ratio in the United States was among the highest, with the top 10 percent 
earning 14 times as much as the bottom 10 percent. 57  These figures strongly suggest 
that unskilled labor in developed nations has seen its share of national income decline 
over the past two decades. 
    However, this does not mean that the  living standards  of unskilled workers in devel-
oped nations have declined. It is possible that economic growth in developed nations 
has offset the fall in the share of national income enjoyed by unskilled workers, raising 
their living standards. Evidence suggests that real labor compensation has expanded in 
most developed nations since the 1980s, including the United States. Several studies by 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, whose members in-
clude the 34 richest economies in the world, conclude that while the gap between the 
poorest and richest segments of society in OECD countries has widened, in  most  coun-
tries real income levels have increased for all, including the poorest segment. In a study 
published in 2011, the OECD found that between 1985 and 2008 real household in-
come (adjusted for inflation) increased by 1.7 percent annually among its member 
states. The real income level of the poorest 10 percent of the population increased at 
1.4 percent on average, while that of the richest 10 precent increased by 2 percent an-
nually (i.e., while everyone got richer, the gap between the most affluent and the poor-
est sectors of society widened). The differential in growth rates was more extreme in the 
United States than most other countries. The study found that the real income of the 
poorest 10 percent of the population grew by just 0.5 percent a year in the United 
States between 1985 and 2008, while that of the richest 10 percent grew by 1.9 percent 
annually. 58  
    As noted earlier, globalization critics argue that the decline in unskilled wage rates is 
due to the migration of low-wage manufacturing jobs offshore and a corresponding re-
duction in demand for unskilled workers. However, supporters of globalization see a more 
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complex picture. They maintain that the weak growth rate in real wage rates for un-
skilled workers owes far more to a technology-induced shift within advanced economies 
away from jobs where the only qualification was a willingness to turn up for work every 
day and toward jobs that require significant education and skills. They point out that 
many advanced economies report a shortage of highly skilled workers and an excess sup-
ply of unskilled workers. Thus, growing income inequality is a result of the wages for 
skilled workers being bid up by the labor market and the wages for unskilled workers be-
ing discounted. In fact, evidence suggests that technological change has had a bigger 
impact than globalization on the declining share of national income enjoyed by labor. 59  
This suggests that a solution to the problem of slow real income growth among the un-
skilled is to be found not in limiting free trade and globalization, but in increasing soci-
ety’s investment in education to reduce the supply of unskilled workers. 60  
    Finally, it is worth noting that the wage gap between developing and developed na-
tions is closing as developing nations experience rapid economic growth. For example, 
one estimate suggests that wages in China will approach Western levels in about 30 years. 61  
To the extent that this is the case, any migration of unskilled jobs to low-wage countries 
is a temporary phenomenon representing a structural adjustment on the way to a more 
tightly integrated global economy. 

   GLOBALIZATION, LABOR POLICIES, 

AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

 A second source of concern is that free trade encourages firms from advanced nations to 
move manufacturing facilities to less developed countries that lack adequate regulations 
to protect labor and the environment from abuse by the unscrupulous. 62  Globalization 
critics often argue that adhering to labor and environmental regulations significantly 
increases the costs of manufacturing enterprises and puts them at a competitive disad-
vantage in the global marketplace vis-à-vis firms based in developing nations that do not 
have to comply with such regulations. Firms deal with this cost disadvantage, the theory 
goes, by moving their production facilities to nations that do not have such burdensome 
regulations or that fail to enforce the regulations they have. 
    If this were the case, one might expect free trade to lead to an increase in pollution 
and result in firms from advanced nations exploiting the labor of less developed na-
tions. 63  This argument was used repeatedly by those who opposed the 1994 formation of 
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between Canada, Mexico, and 
the United States. They painted a picture of U.S. manufacturing firms moving to Mexico 
in droves so that they would be free to pollute the environment, employ child labor, and 
ignore workplace safety and health issues, all in the name of higher profits. 64  
    Supporters of free trade and greater globalization express doubts about this scenario. 
They argue that tougher environmental regulations and stricter labor standards go hand 
in hand with economic progress. 65  In general, as countries get richer, they enact tougher 
environmental and labor regulations. 66  Because free trade enables developing countries 
to increase their economic growth rates and become richer, this should lead to tougher 
environmental and labor laws. In this view, the critics of free trade have got it 
 backward—free trade does not lead to more pollution and labor exploitation, it leads to 
less. By creating wealth and incentives for enterprises to produce technological innova-
tions, the free market system and free trade could make it easier for the world to cope 
with pollution and population growth. Indeed, while pollution levels are rising in the 
world’s poorer countries, they have been falling in developed nations. In the United 
States, for example, the concentration of carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide pollut-
ants in the atmosphere decreased by 60 percent between 1978 and 1997, while lead 
concentrations decreased by 98 percent—and these reductions have occurred against a 
background of sustained economic expansion. 67  
    A number of econometric studies have found consistent evidence of a hump-
shaped relationship between income levels and pollution levels (see Figure 1.5). 68  As 
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an economy grows and income levels rise, initially pollution levels also rise. However, 
past some point, rising income levels lead to demands for greater environmental pro-
tection, and pollution levels then fall. A seminal study by Grossman and Krueger 
found that the turning point generally occurred before per capita income levels 
reached $8,000. 69  
    While the hump-shaped relationship depicted in Figure 1.5 seems to hold across a 
wide range of pollutants—from sulphur dioxide to lead concentrations and water 
 quality—carbon dioxide emissions are an important exception, rising steadily with 
higher income levels. Given that increased atmospheric carbon dioxide concentra-
tions are a cause of global warming, this should be of serious concern. The solution to 
the problem, however, is probably not to roll back the trade liberalization efforts that 
have fostered economic growth and globalization, but to get the nations of the world 
to agree to tougher standards on limiting carbon emissions. Although UN-sponsored 
talks have had this as a central aim since the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, 
there has been little success in moving toward the ambitious goals for reducing carbon 
emissions laid down in the Earth Summit and subsequent talks in Kyoto, Japan, in 
1997 and in Copenhagen in 2009. In part this is because the largest emitters of carbon 
dioxide, the United States and China, have failed to reach agreements about how to 
proceed. China, a country whose carbon emissions are increasing at an alarming rate, 
has so far shown little appetite to adopt tighter pollution controls. As for the United 
States, political divisions in Congress have made it difficult for even a progressive 
administration such as that of Barack Obama to move forward with tight legislation on 
climate change. 
    Notwithstanding this, supporters of free trade point out that it is possible to tie free 
trade agreements to the implementation of tougher environmental and labor laws in less 
developed countries. NAFTA, for example, was passed only after side agreements had 
been negotiated that committed Mexico to tougher enforcement of environmental pro-
tection regulations. Thus, supporters of free trade argue that factories based in Mexico 
are now cleaner than they would have been without the passage of NAFTA. 70  
    They also argue that business firms are not the amoral organizations that critics sug-
gest. While there may be some rotten apples, most business enterprises are staffed by 
managers who are committed to behave in an ethical manner and would be unlikely to 
move production offshore just so they could pump more pollution into the atmosphere 
or exploit labor. Furthermore, the relationship between pollution, labor exploitation, 
and production costs may not be that suggested by critics. In general, a well-treated labor 
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force is productive, and it is productivity rather than base wage rates that often has the 
greatest influence on costs. The vision of greedy managers who shift production to low-
wage countries to exploit their labor force may be misplaced. 

   GLOBALIZATION AND NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY 

 Another concern voiced by critics of globalization is that today’s increasingly interde-
pendent global economy shifts economic power away from national governments and 
toward supranational organizations such as the World Trade Organization, the European 
Union, and the United Nations. As perceived by critics, unelected bureaucrats now im-
pose policies on the democratically elected governments of nation-states, thereby under-
mining the sovereignty of those states and limiting the nation’s ability to control its own 
destiny. 71  
    The World Trade Organization is a favorite target of those who attack the headlong 
rush toward a global economy. As noted earlier, the WTO was founded in 1995 to police 
the world trading system established by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
The WTO arbitrates trade disputes between the 153 states that are signatories to the 
GATT. The arbitration panel can issue a ruling instructing a member state to change 
trade policies that violate GATT regulations. If the violator refuses to comply with the 
ruling, the WTO allows other states to impose appropriate trade sanctions on the trans-
gressor. As a result, according to one prominent critic, U.S. environmentalist, consumer 
rights advocate, and sometime presidential candidate Ralph Nader: 

  Under the new system, many decisions that affect billions of people are no longer made 
by local or national governments but instead, if challenged by any WTO member nation, 
would be deferred to a group of unelected bureaucrats sitting behind closed doors in 
 Geneva (which is where the headquarters of the WTO are located). The bureaucrats can 
decide whether or not people in California can prevent the destruction of the last virgin 
forests or determine if carcinogenic pesticides can be banned from their foods; or whether 
European countries have the right to ban dangerous biotech hormones in meat. . . . At risk 
is the very basis of democracy and accountable decision making. 72   

    In contrast to Nader, many economists and politicians maintain that the power of 
supranational organizations such as the WTO is limited to what nation-states collec-
tively agree to grant. They argue that bodies such as the United Nations and the WTO 
exist to serve the collective interests of member states, not to subvert those interests. 
Supporters of supranational organizations point out that the power of these bodies rests 
largely on their ability to persuade member states to follow a certain action. If these bod-
ies fail to serve the collective interests of member states, those states will withdraw their 
support and the supranational organization will quickly collapse. In this view, real power 
still resides with individual nation-states, not supranational organizations. 

   GLOBALIZATION AND THE WORLD’S POOR 

 Critics of globalization argue that despite the supposed benefits associated with free 
trade and investment, over the past hundred years or so the gap between the rich and 
poor nations of the world has gotten wider. In 1870, the average income per capita in 
the world’s 17 richest nations was 2.4 times that of all other countries. In 1990, the 
same group was 4.5 times as rich as the rest. 73  While recent history has shown that 
some of the world’s poorer nations are capable of rapid periods of economic growth—
witness the transformation that has occurred in some Southeast Asian nations such as 
South Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia—there appear to be strong forces for stagnation 
among the world’s poorest nations. A quarter of the countries with a GDP per capita of 
less than $1,000 in 1960 had growth rates of less than zero from 1960 to 1995, and a 
third had growth rates of less than 0.05 percent. 74  Critics argue that if globalization is 
such a positive development, this divergence between the rich and poor should not 
have occurred. 
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    Although the reasons for economic stagnation vary, several factors stand out, none of 
which have anything to do with free trade or globalization. 75  Many of the world’s poorest 
countries have suffered from totalitarian governments, economic policies that destroyed 
wealth rather than facilitated its creation, endemic corruption, scant protection for 
property rights, and war. Such factors help explain why countries such as Afghanistan, 
Cambodia, Cuba, Haiti, Iraq, Libya, Nigeria, Sudan, Vietnam, and Zaire have failed to 
improve the economic lot of their citizens during recent decades. A complicating factor 
is the rapidly expanding populations in many of these countries. Without a major change 
in government, population growth may exacerbate their problems. Promoters of free 
trade argue that the best way for these countries to improve their lot is to lower their 
barriers to free trade and investment and to implement economic policies based on free 
market economics. 76  
    Many of the world’s poorer nations are being held back by large debt burdens. Of 
particular concern are the 40 or so “highly indebted poorer countries” (HIPCs), which 
are home to some 700 million people. Among these countries, the average govern-
ment debt burden has been has high as 85 percent of the value of the economy, as 
measured by gross domestic product, and the annual costs of serving government debt 
consumed 15 percent of the country’s export earnings. 77  Servicing such a heavy debt 
load leaves the governments of these countries with little left to invest in important 
public infrastructure projects, such as education, health care, roads, and power. The 
result is the HIPCs are trapped in a cycle of poverty and debt that inhibits economic 
development. Free trade alone, some argue, is a necessary but not sufficient prerequi-
site to help these countries bootstrap themselves out of poverty. Instead, large-scale 
debt relief is needed for the world’s poorest nations to give them the opportunity to 
restructure their economies and start the long climb toward prosperity. Supporters of 
debt relief also argue that new democratic governments in poor nations should not be 
forced to honor debts that were incurred and mismanaged long ago by their corrupt 
and dictatorial predecessors. 

   In the late 1990s, a debt relief movement began to gain ground among the political 
establishment in the world’s richer nations. 78  Fueled by high-profile endorsements from 
Irish rock star Bono (who has been a tireless and increasingly effective advocate for debt 
relief), the Dalai Lama, and influential Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs, the debt relief 
movement was instrumental in persuading the United States to enact legislation in 2000 

that provided $435 million in debt relief for HIPCs. More important 
perhaps, the United States also backed an IMF plan to sell some of its 
gold reserves and use the proceeds to help with debt relief. The IMF and 
World Bank have now picked up the banner and have embarked on a 
systematic debt relief program. 

   For such a program to have a lasting effect, however, debt relief 
must be matched by wise investment in public projects that boost 
economic growth (such as education) and by the adoption of eco-
nomic policies that facilitate investment and trade. The rich nations 
of the world also can help by reducing barriers to the importation of 
products from the world’s poorer nations, particularly tariffs on im-
ports of agricultural products and textiles. High tariff barriers and 
other impediments to trade make it difficult for poor countries to ex-
port more of their agricultural production. The World Trade Organi-
zation has estimated that if the developed nations of the world 
eradicated subsidies to their agricultural producers and removed tariff 
barriers to trade in agriculture this would raise global economic 
 welfare by $128 billion, with $30 billion of that going to developing 
nations, many of which are highly indebted. The faster growth associ-
ated with expanded trade in agriculture could reduce the number of 
people living in poverty by as much as 13 percent by 2015, according 
to the WTO. 79  

     U2’s Bono has actively lobbied to have the 
unpayable debt of poor countries written off.   
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     Managing in the Global Marketplace 

  Much of this book is concerned with the challenges of managing in an international busi-
ness. An    international business    is any firm that engages in international trade or invest-
ment. A firm does not have to become a multinational enterprise, investing directly in 
operations in other countries, to engage in international business, although multinational 
enterprises are international businesses. All a firm has to do is export or import products 
from other countries. As the world shifts toward a truly integrated global economy, more 
firms, both large and small, are becoming international businesses. What does this shift 
toward a global economy mean for managers within an international business? 
    As their organizations increasingly engage in cross-border trade and investment, man-
agers need to recognize that the task of managing an international business differs from 
that of managing a purely domestic business in many ways. At the most fundamental 
level, the differences arise from the simple fact that countries are different. Countries 
differ in their cultures, political systems, economic systems, legal systems, and levels of 
economic development. Despite all the talk about the emerging global village, and de-
spite the trend toward globalization of markets and production, as we shall see in this 
book, many of these differences are very profound and enduring. 
    Differences between countries require that an international business vary its practices 
country by country. Marketing a product in Brazil may require a different approach from 
marketing the product in Germany; managing U.S. workers might require different skills 
than managing Japanese workers; maintaining close relations with a particular level of 
government may be very important in Mexico and irrelevant in Great Britain; the busi-
ness strategy pursued in Canada might not work in South Korea; and so on. Managers in 
an international business must not only be sensitive to these differences, but they must 
also adopt the appropriate policies and strategies for coping with them. Much of this 
book is devoted to explaining the sources of these differences and the methods for suc-
cessfully coping with them. 
    A further way in which international business differs from domestic business is the 
greater complexity of managing an international business. In addition to the problems 
that arise from the differences between countries, a manager in an international business 
is confronted with a range of other issues that the manager in a domestic business never 
confronts. The managers of an international business must decide where in the world to 
site production activities to minimize costs and to maximize value added. They must 
decide whether it is ethical to adhere to the lower labor and environmental standards 
found in many less developed nations. Then they must decide how best to coordinate 
and control globally dispersed production activities (which, as we shall see later in the 
book, is not a trivial problem). The managers in an international business also must de-
cide which foreign markets to enter and which to avoid. They must choose the appropri-
ate mode for entering a particular foreign country. Is it best to export its product to the 
foreign country? Should the firm allow a local company to produce its product under 
license in that country? Should the firm enter into a joint venture with a local firm to 
produce its product in that country? Or should the firm set up a wholly owned subsidiary 
to serve the market in that country? As we shall see, the choice of entry mode is critical 
because it has major implications for the long-term health of the firm. 
    Conducting business transactions across national borders requires understanding the 
rules governing the international trading and investment system. Managers in an inter-
national business must also deal with government restrictions on international trade and 
investment. They must find ways to work within the limits imposed by specific govern-
mental interventions. As this book explains, even though many governments are nomi-
nally committed to free trade, they often intervene to regulate cross-border trade and 
investment. Managers within international businesses must develop strategies and poli-
cies for dealing with such interventions. 
    Cross-border transactions also require that money be converted from the firm’s home 
currency into a foreign currency and vice versa. Because currency exchange rates vary in 

   LO5   
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response to changing economic conditions, managers in an international business must 
develop policies for dealing with exchange rate movements. A firm that adopts a wrong 
policy can lose large amounts of money, whereas one that adopts the right policy can 
increase the profitability of its international transactions. 
    In sum, managing an international business is different from managing a purely do-
mestic business for at least four reasons: (1) countries are different, (2) the range of 
problems confronted by a manager in an international business is wider and the prob-
lems themselves more complex than those confronted by a manager in a domestic busi-
ness, (3) an international business must find ways to work within the limits imposed by 
government intervention in the international trade and investment system, and (4) in-
ternational transactions involve converting money into different currencies. 
    In this book we examine all these issues in depth, paying close attention to the differ-
ent strategies and policies that managers pursue to deal with the various challenges cre-
ated when a firm becomes an international business. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 explore how 
countries differ from each other with regard to their political, economic, legal, and cul-
tural institutions. Chapter 5 takes a detailed look at the ethical issues that arise in inter-
national business. Chapters 6 to 9 look at the international trade and investment 
environment within which international businesses must operate. Chapters 10 to 12 re-
view the international monetary system. These chapters focus on the nature of the for-
eign exchange market and the emerging global monetary system. Chapters 13 to 15 
explore the strategy of international businesses. Chapters 16 to 20 look at the manage-
ment of various functional operations within an international business, including pro-
duction, marketing, and human relations. By the time you complete this book, you 
should have a good grasp of the issues that managers working within international busi-
ness have to grapple with on a daily basis, and you should be familiar with the range of 
strategies and operating policies available to compete more effectively in today’s rapidly 
emerging global economy. 

      CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 This chapter shows how the world economy is becoming 
more global and reviews the main drivers of globaliza-
tion, arguing that they seem to be thrusting nation-
states toward a more tightly integrated global economy. 
It looks at how the nature of international business is 
changing in response to the changing global economy; 
discusses concerns raised by rapid globalization; and re-
views implications of rapid globalization for individual 
managers. The chapter made the following points:

   1.   Over the past three decades, we have witnessed 
the globalization of markets and production.  

  2.   The globalization of markets implies that na-
tional markets are merging into one huge mar-
ketplace. However, it is important not to push 
this view too far.  

  3.   The globalization of production implies that 
firms are basing individual productive activities 
at the optimal world locations for the particular 

activities. As a consequence, it is increasingly 
irrelevant to talk about American products, 
Japanese products, or German products, since 
these are being replaced by “global” products.  

  4.   Two factors seem to underlie the trend toward 
globalization: declining trade barriers and changes 
in communication, information, and transporta-
tion technologies.  

  5.   Since the end of World War II, barriers to the 
free flow of goods, services, and capital have 
been lowered significantly. More than anything 
else, this has facilitated the trend toward the 
globalization of production and has enabled 
firms to view the world as a single market.  

  6.   As a consequence of the globalization of pro-
duction and markets, in the last decade world 
trade has grown faster than world output, for-
eign direct investment has surged, imports have 
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  10.   One of the most dramatic developments of the 
past 20 years has been the collapse of commu-
nism in Eastern Europe, which has created 
enormous long-run opportunities for interna-
tional businesses. In addition, the move toward 
free market economies in China and Latin 
America is creating opportunities (and threats) 
for Western international businesses.  

  11.   The benefits and costs of the emerging global 
economy are being hotly debated among busi-
nesspeople, economists, and politicians. The 
debate focuses on the impact of globalization on 
jobs, wages, the environment, working condi-
tions, and national sovereignty.  

  12.   Managing an international business is different 
from managing a domestic business for at least 
four reasons: ( i ) countries are different, ( ii ) the 
range of problems confronted by a manager in an 
international business is wider and the problems 
themselves more complex than those confronted 
by a manager in a domestic business, ( iii ) manag-
ers in an international business must find ways 
to work within the limits imposed by govern-
ments’ intervention in the international trade 
and investment system, and ( iv ) international 
transactions involve converting money into dif-
ferent currencies.  

penetrated more deeply into the world’s indus-
trial nations, and competitive pressures have 
increased in industry after industry.  

  7.   The development of the microprocessor and re-
lated developments in communication and infor-
mation processing technology have helped firms 
link their worldwide operations into sophisti-
cated information networks. Jet air travel, by 
shrinking travel time, has also helped to link the 
worldwide operations of international businesses. 
These changes have enabled firms to achieve 
tight coordination of their worldwide operations 
and to view the world as a single market.  

  8.   In the 1960s, the U.S. economy was dominant 
in the world, U.S. firms accounted for most of 
the foreign direct investment in the world econ-
omy, U.S. firms dominated the list of large mul-
tinationals, and roughly half the world—the 
centrally planned economies of the Communist 
world—was closed to Western businesses.  

  9.   By the mid-1990s, the U.S. share of world output 
had been cut in half, with major shares now being 
accounted for by Western European and South-
east Asian economies. The U.S. share of world-
wide foreign direct investment had also fallen, by 
about two-thirds. U.S. multinationals were now 
facing competition from a large number of Japa-
nese and European multinationals. In addition, 
the emergence of mini-multinationals was noted.  

     Critical Thinking and Discussion Questions 

   1.   Describe the shifts in the world economy over 
the past 30 years. What are the implications of 
these shifts for international businesses based in 
Great Britain? North America? Hong Kong?  

  2.   “The study of international business is fine if 
you are going to work in a large multinational 
enterprise, but it has no relevance for individu-
als who are going to work in small firms.” Evalu-
ate this statement.  

  3.   How have changes in technology contributed to 
the globalization of markets and production? 
Would the globalization of production and mar-
kets have been possible without these techno-
logical changes?  

  4.   “Ultimately, the study of international business 
is no different from the study of domestic busi-
ness. Thus, there is no point in having a sepa-
rate course on international business.” Evaluate 
this statement.  

  5.   How do the Internet and the associated World 
Wide Web affect international business activity 
and the globalization of the world economy?  

  6.   If current trends continue, China may be the 
world’s largest economy by 2020. Discuss the 
possible implications of such a development for 
( a ) the world trading system, ( b ) the world 
monetary system, ( c ) the business strategy of 
 today’s European and U.S.-based global corpo-
rations, and ( d ) global commodity prices.  

  7.   Reread the Management Focus on Vizio and 
 answer the following questions:

    a.    Why is the manufacturing of flat panel TVs 
migrating to different locations around the 
world?  

   b.    Who benefits from the globalization of the 
flat panel display industry? Who are the 
losers?  
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   d.    What does the example of Vizio tell you 
about the future of production in an in-
creasingly integrated global economy? 
What does it tell you about the strategies 
that enterprises must adopt to thrive in 
highly competitive global markets?  

   c.    What would happen if the U.S. govern-
ment required that flat panel displays sold 
in the United States had to also be made in 
the United States? On balance, would this 
be a good or a bad thing?  

       CLOSING CASE 

 The Globalization of Starbucks 
  Thirty years ago, Starbucks was a single store in Seattle’s 
Pike Place Market selling premium-roasted coffee. To-
day it is a global roaster and retailer of coffee with some 
16,700 stores, 40 percent of which are in 50 countries 
outside of the United States. Starbucks set out on its 
current course in the 1980s when the company’s director 
of marketing, Howard Schultz, came back from a trip to 
Italy enchanted with the Italian coffeehouse experience. 
Schultz, who later became CEO, persuaded the compa-
ny’s owners to experiment with the coffeehouse 
 format—and the Starbucks experience was born. The 
strategy was to sell the company’s own premium roasted 
coffee and freshly brewed espresso-style coffee beverages, 
along with a variety of pastries, coffee accessories, teas, 
and other products, in a tastefully designed coffeehouse 
setting. The company focused on selling “a third place 
experience,” rather than just the coffee. The formula led 
to spectacular success in the United States, where Star-
bucks went from obscurity to one of the best-known 
brands in the country in a decade. Thanks to Starbucks, 

coffee stores became places for relaxation, chatting with 
friends, reading the newspaper, holding business meet-
ings, or (more recently) browsing the web. 
  In 1995, with 700 stores across the United States, 
Starbucks began exploring foreign opportunities. The 
first target market was Japan. The company established 
a joint venture with a local retailer, Sazaby Inc. Each 
company held a 50 percent stake in the venture, Star-
bucks Coffee of Japan. Starbucks initially invested $10 
million in this venture, its first foreign direct invest-
ment. The Starbucks format was then licensed to the 
venture, which was charged with taking over responsi-
bility for growing Starbucks’ presence in Japan. 
  To make sure the Japanese operations replicated the 
“Starbucks experience” in North America, Starbucks 
transferred some employees to the Japanese operation. 
The licensing agreement required all Japanese store 
managers and employees to attend training classes simi-
lar to those given to U.S. employees. The agreement 
also required that stores adhere to the design parameters 

Research Task globaledge.msu.edu

Globalization

Use the globalEDGE™ site to complete the following 
exercises:

Exercise 1

Your company has developed a new product that has uni-
versal appeal across countries and cultures. In fact, it is ex-
pected to achieve high penetration rates in all the 
countries where it is introduced, regardless of the average 
income of the local populace. Considering the costs of the 
product launch, the management team has decided to ini-
tially introduce the product only in countries that have a 
sizable population base. You are required to prepare a pre-
liminary report with the top 10 countries in terms of popu-
lation size. A member of management has indicated that a 
resource called the “World Population Data Sheet” may be 
useful for the report. Since growth opportunities are 

 another major concern, the  average population growth 
rates should be listed also for management’s consideration.

Exercise 2

You are working for a company that is considering in-
vesting in a foreign country. Investing in countries with 
different traditions is an important element of your com-
pany’s long-term strategic goals. As such, management 
has requested a report regarding the attractiveness of al-
ternative countries based on the potential return of FDI. 
Accordingly, the ranking of the top 25 countries in 
terms of FDI attractiveness is a crucial ingredient for 
your report. A colleague mentioned a potentially useful 
tool called the “FDI Confidence Index” which is updated 
periodically. Find this index and provide additional in-
formation regarding how the index is constructed.
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established in the United States. In 2001, the company 
introduced a stock option plan for all Japanese employ-
ees, making it the first company in Japan to do so. Skep-
tics doubted that Starbucks would be able to replicate its 
North American success overseas, but by the end of 
2009 Starbucks had some 850 stores and a profitable 
business in Japan. 
  After Japan, the company embarked on an aggressive 
foreign investment program. In 1998, it purchased 
 Seattle Coffee, a British coffee chain with 60 retail stores, 
for $84 million. An American couple, originally from 
Seattle, had started Seattle Coffee with the intention of 
establishing a Starbucks-like chain in Britain. In the 
late 1990s, Starbucks opened stores in Taiwan, China, 
Singapore, Thailand, New Zealand, South Korea, and 
Malaysia. In Asia, Starbucks’ most common strategy was 
to license its format to a local operator in return for ini-
tial licensing fees and royalties on store revenues. As in 
Japan, Starbucks insisted on an intensive employee-
training program and strict specifications regarding the 
format and layout of the store. 
 By 2002, Starbucks was pursuing an aggressive expan-
sion in mainland Europe. As its first entry point, Star-
bucks chose Switzerland. Drawing on its experience in 
Asia, the company entered into a joint venture with a 
Swiss company, Bon Appetit Group, Switzerland’s larg-
est food service company. Bon Appetit was to hold a 
majority stake in the venture, and Starbucks would 
license its format to the Swiss company using a similar 
agreement to those it had used successfully in Asia. This 
was followed by a joint venture in other countries. 
  As it has grown its global footprint, Starbucks has 
also embraced ethical sourcing policies and environ-
mental responsibility. Now one of the world’s largest 

buyers of coffee, in 2000 Starbucks started to purchase 
Fair Trade Certified coffee. The goal was to empower 
small-scale farmers organized in cooperatives to invest 
in their farms and communities, to protect the environ-
ment, and to develop the business skills necessary to 
compete in the global marketplace. In short, Starbucks 
was trying to use its influence to not only change the 
way people consumed coffee around the world, but also 
to change the way coffee was produced in a manner that 
benefited the farmers and the environment. By 2010, 
some 75 percent of the coffee Starbucks purchased was 
Fair Trade Certified, and the company has a goal of 
 increasing that to 100 percent by 2015. 80  

  Case Discussion Questions 

    1.   Where did the original idea for the Starbucks for-
mat come from? What lesson for international 
business can be drawn from this?  

  2.   What drove Starbucks to start expanding inter-
nationally? How is the company creating value 
for its shareholders by pursuing an international 
expansion strategy?  

  3.   Why do you think Starbucks decided to enter the 
Japanese market via a joint venture with a Japanese 
company? What lesson can you draw from this?  

  4.   Is Starbucks a force for globalization? Explain 
your answer.  

  5.   When it comes to purchasing coffee beans, Star-
bucks adheres to a “fair trade” program. What do 
you think is the difference between fair trade and 
free trade? How might a fair trade policy benefit 
Starbucks?  
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It has long been thought that health care is one of the 
industries least vulnerable to dislocation from globaliza-
tion. After all, like many service businesses, health care 
is normally delivered where it is purchased. However, for 
some activities and procedures, this is now fast chang-
ing. The trend began with certain diagnostic procedures, 
such as MRI scans. The United States has a shortage of 
radiologists, the doctors who specialize in reading and 
interpreting diagnostic medical images, including 
 X-rays, CT scans, MRI scans, and ultrasounds. Demand 
for radiologists has been growing twice as fast as the rate 
at which medical schools are graduating radiologists 
with the skills and qualifications required to read medi-
cal images. This imbalance between supply and demand 
means that radiologists are expensive; an American ra-
diologist can earn as much as $400,000 a year. In the 
early 2000s, an Indian radiologist working at the 
 Massachusetts General Hospital, Dr. Sanjay Saini, found 
a way to deal with the shortage and expense—send im-
ages over the Internet to India, where they could be in-
terpreted by radiologists. This would reduce the 
workload on America’s radiologists and also cut costs. A 
radiologist in India might earn one-tenth of his or her 
U.S. counterpart. Plus, because India is on the opposite 
side of the globe, the images could be interpreted while 
it was nighttime in the United States and be ready for 
the attending physician when he or she arrived for work 
the following morning.
 The globalization trend has now spilled over into sur-
gery. In the fall of 2008, for example, Adrienne de 
 Forrest of Colorado had hip surgery in Chennai, India, 
while Texan David Jones had triple bypass surgery in 
New Delhi. Both patients were uninsured. De Forrest’s 
surgery cost $8,000, and Jones’s cost $16,000 including 
travel expenses. Had those operations been done in the 
United States, they would have cost $45,000 and 
$250,000, respectively. Forrest and Jones are not alone; 
in 2007 some 750,000 Americans traveled abroad for 
medical treatment. The consulting company Deloitte is 
forecasting the numbers to reach 10 million by 2012, 
which would be worth about $21 billion to those na-
tions where the procedures are performed. 
 Some might be worried about the quality of medical 
care in other countries, but medical tourists typically go 
to new hospitals, most of which are private, where 
highly skilled physicians treat them, many of whom 
trained in the United States or Britain. The three  largest 
recipient countries of American patients are Mexico 
(due to its proximity), India (where 450,000 were 
treated in 2007), and Singapore (where more than 

400,000 were treated in 2007, and where the local medi-
cal schools are considered to be among the very best in 
the world). Costs in these countries generally run from 
20 to 35 percent of those in the United States. 
 A number of factors are driving the globalization 
trend. First there is the high cost of medical care in the 
United States, which is the source of the largest 
 number of patients. Then there is the fact that over 
45 million Americans are uninsured and many more 
are “underinsured” and face high copayments for 
 expensive procedures (although recent legislation in 
the United States should change this over the next 
five years). Many of these people find it far cheaper to 
fly abroad to get treatment. Third is the emergence of 
high-quality private hospital chains in places such as 
India and  Singapore. Fourth, the rising costs of insur-
ing their workforces are starting to persuade some large 
American companies to look abroad. And finally, some 
insurance companies are experimenting with payment 
for foreign treatment at internationally accredited hos-
pitals. In 2008, for example, Aetna, a large insurer, 
launched a  pilot scheme in partnership with Singapor-
ean hospitals. Aetna started to give Americans the op-
tion to have  procedures costing $20,000 or more in the 
United States performed in  Singapore, where the com-
pany reckons that the quality of care is better than at 
the average American hospital.1 

Case Discussion Questions

1. What are the facilitating developments that have 
allowed health care to start globalizing?

2. Who benefits from the globalization of health care? 
Who are the losers? 

3. Are there any risks associated with the globaliza-
tion of health care? Can these risks be mitigated? 
How?

4. On balance, do you think that the globalization of 
health care is a good thing, or not? 

Source
1G. Colvin, “Think Your Job Can’t Be Sent to India?” Fortune, 
December 13, 2004, p. 80; A. Pollack, “Who’s Reading Your 
X-Ray,” The New York Times, November 16, 2003, pp. 1, 9;. 
Anonymous, “Sun, sand and scalpels”, The Economist, 
March 10th, 2007, page 62. Anonymous, “Operating Profit”, 
The Economist, August 16th, 2008, pp 74–76. R. Bailey, “Hips 
Abroad”, Reason, May 2009, page 14.
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